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Gann a no-show at Proposition 61 forum
By Paula Ray Christiansen
and Scott C. Hamilton
Daily staff writers
Do you know the way to San Jose?
Apparently, Paul Gann doesn’t.
Gann --- author of a ballot measure that
would put a $64.000 cap on public employees salaries was nowhere in sight yesterday when two
legislative committees convened on campus 1"or a
hearing on the initiative.
"Somewhere along the way he got lost,"
said Assemblyman John Vasconcellos, 1)-San
Jose, chairman of the Assembly Ways and Means
Committee and a strong opponent of Proposition
61, the Gann initiative. "I made it here last night
the road was open," Vasconcellos said after
the meeting.
Both the Senate Budget and Fiscal Review
Committee and the Assembly Ways and Means
Committee met in the engineering building to review the initiative.
According to Gann’s assistant Ted Costa.
Gann was absent because organirer Robert Forsyth would not guarantee him a full 20 minutes to
speak or a favorable spot on yesterday’s agenda.
Forsyth could not be reached for comment.
"If they want to play games, we’re not play-

qualified faculty and administrators.
The president, sporting a Ghostbuster-type
"No on 61" button, said that her fear is that
SJSU. along with other state universities, is in
danger of losing its deans, vice presidents, other
All of the groups represented at the hearadministrators and even young faculty members
ing yesterday agreed that the worst effect of
who could no longer afford to live in the San Jose
the initiative would he the state’s inability to
area if their salaries were reduced.
compete with the private sector for top-notch
If the initiative were interpreted to limit both
employees.
pay and benefits, Fullefton’s December paycheck
"It’s a ripple effect. The oserall loss in
would be reduced from $100,000 to $64,000.
dollars is trivial, but the loss in key people will
’I would expect that many academic admincause things to fall apart within the state orgaistrators, from fiscal officers to deans, will leave
nirations," said John Harris, a pediatrician
this university and California if Proposition 61
working for the state’s Birth Defects Monitorpasses
. they must consider their families and
ing Pnig ram
their professional careers.’’
See PROPOSITION, page 8
In a letter sent to all state employees earning
more than $64,000 a year. state Controller Kencssitr " said Sen Allred F. Alga’s!, 1)-San Jos’,
neth Cory warned that he will be forced to reduce
in Ins opening statement. "ibis proposal .
c - all salaries above that amount if the initiative
s decals did not have the thorough legal review passes.
one ’,Wald normally associate with the importance
Because of the ambiguity of the measure beot an iimendment to the state Constitution."
tween the words "salary" and "compensation."
however, Cory stated that it is unclear whether the
St SI President Gail Fullerton said the uni- limitation includes benefits.
s ersi is nild no longer provide well-educated
See
5’5’S. page 11
inoicssionals it it could ma recruit and retain

State salary initiative examined
By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
The latest proposition written by tax crusader Paul Gann is stirring up controversy because of the effects it will have on state employees, programs and the economy.
Proposition 61, the Gann initiative,
would restructure the salary and compensation
rates for state and local government employees
and set caps on the salaries of the governor and
constitutional officers.

ing," Costa said.
The proposition, which will go before sum,.
Nov. 4, would limit all state employees salaries
to 80 percent of the governor’s $1101881 annual in COW. It would limit the states contractors to that
amount.
Opponents of the measure claim that its language is ambiguous and confusing
a hearing such as ails Is Hence-

Rappelling students scale new heights
By Sue Kiyabu
Daily staff writer
When she arrived at the base of
the 30-foot wall, she hugged the
cadet holding the rope.
"I can’t believe I made it," said
SJSU student Susan Neves.
Neves via& one of the participants yesterday in the ROTC’s rappelling demonstration at the San Jose
Fire Department on Montgomery
Street.
Rappelling is the use of rope to
descend from high terrain, buildings
and areas not easily accessible by
foot.
Most of the students at the demonstration were already a part of the
ROTC program and had rappelling
experience.
Neves said she had not rappelled
prior to the demonstration.
Two cadets showed her how to
tic the ropes which wrap around the
thighs and waist. She put on gloves
and climbed three flights of stairs.
"Is this all the training I get?"
Neves asked.
When she reached the top of the
stairs, an officer went through the
steps of rappelling with her. She was
still apprehensive when she began her
descent but Cadet Christina Soares,
aeronautics major, went down the 30foot wall with Neves and talked her
through a small snafu.
Neves couldn’t keep her feet
planted square on the wall and was
hanging in mid air for a while. She
said she couldn’t get her feet on the
wall, but eventually planted them
firmly.
Those cadets with experience in
rappelling descended the 60-foot wall
which had a safety net and window
structures.
"’The window structures threw
me off at first," said Cassandra Davies, physical education major. "I’m
used to rappelling on a flat surface."
Davies has already been through
the ROTC program at Idaho State
University and had rappelled many
times. Davies started slow but soon
was rappelling quickly.
"Once you get the control
down, it’s easy." she said.
Controlling the speed of descent
is where the belayer is very important. The below is the person who
holds the rope and has the ability to
catch a person if he looks like he’s in
trouble.
"On rappel" is the command
that is shouted when the rappeller is
ready to descend. The Weyer will
answer "on belay" to assure there is
See RAPPEI., page 4

Rec Center plans
displace archery
By Amy I.. Pebalan
Daily staff writer
Although classes are being conducted at SAW% archery field, activities
will have to move elsewhere once construction of the Rec Center begins in October.
However, no decision has been
made as to where archery students will
be relocated, said Barbara Plata, design
and construction manager for Facilities
Development and Operations.
Construction of the Student Union
Recreation and Events Center will begin
this fall, said Union Director Ron Barrett.
Almost half of the archery field, located on East San Carlos Street between
Eight and Ninth streets, will be eliminated once the construction of the Rec.
Center’s aquatic facilities is completed.
Barrett said the contractor will store
equipment on the other half of the field
during construction.
The archery classes will have to
leave when construction begins. Barrett
said.
Plans for relocating archery classes
will be made when the contractor’s
schedule is available, Plata said.
"We haven’t met with the contractors on campus yet and the contract has
not been signed," she said. "We don’t
know where the archery (classes) will be
moved."

Barrett said he expects to hear from
the contractor, Roebbelen Engineering
Inc., in the near future to find out exactly
when construction will begin.
Use archery classes would probably
be moved to South Campus, said William Gustafson, interim dean of the
School of Applied Arts and Sciences.
But, he added, problems with safety.
equipment storage and transportation
would first have to be addressed
Efforts were made during the summer to find a new location for the class,
said archery Prof. Gloria Hutchins.
"Right now we are back on the
field under tenuous circumstances,"
Hutchins said. "We hope that they delay
the construction of the pistil ’until an alternative place is found)."
She said there is "considerable confusion" as to the future of the archery
classes. At the beginning of the semester. Hutchins said she was unsure of
whether archery classes would be offered.
Clair Jennett. hinncr Department of
Human Performance chairman tried to
reach an agreement on where classes will
be relocated, but with no results, Hutchins said. Jcnnett is on sabbatical leave
and unavailable for comment
Natalie Wells, president of the Archery Club. said she was also concerned
with moving to South Campus because
of possible problems with student transportation and equipment storage.

City officials to hear
protesters’ tree plea
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
The plight of the trees of Pasco dc
San Antonio will be brought before
members of the San Jose City Council
this morning.
A group of people concerned about
the fate of the trees, formed by SJSU
professors Wilfred Iltis and Steven
White, will ask the council to take action
against removal of the trees.

Julie A Bennett

Daily stall photographer

Mark Castle, SJSU photography junior, tries his students the ropes of this high-rise activity yester.
hand at rappelling. ROTC cadets showed several day morning at a fire station in San Jose.

Recent tremors a preview to future shake-ups?
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
Foreshocks or aftershocks?
The 4 0 quake that rumbled through
the Hay Area on Tuesday evening is the
most recent in a rash of minor tcmblors
that have shaken southern Santa Clara
County, said George Curtis, technician
with the SJSU Department of Geology.
The Calaveras Fault quake, which
struck at 9:31 p.m., was centered in the
San Felipe Valley, about 12 miles southeast of San Jose.
Curtis said the recent quakes are af-

-- Daily Staff photographer

Sen. Alfred Alquist
. against iniative

tershocks of the 6.2 temblor that rocked
Morgan Hill and south San Jose in April
1984. causing $10 million damage.
A string of six earthquakes, measuring between 3 and 3.5. shook the Calaveras fault zone over a period of 10 days
in late June and early August, said Jim
Berk land, Santa Clara County’s chief geologist.
While most experts agree that
quakes that come in waves are merely aftershocks of larger quakes. some believe
exactly the opposite, Herkland said.
"There certainly are people who think of

them as foreshocks.’
The Calaveras fault joins the Hayward fault to form the Calaveras-Hayward fault lone, an offshoot of the San
Andreas fault system. Curtis said.
There has been a lot of recent earthquake activity in the Calaveras-Hayward
fault lone, relieving that system. but
building up pressure on the San Andreas.
Curtis said.
The San Andreas fault runs 6,000
miles along the Pacific Coast from South
America to Cape Mendocino

Herkland, an SJSU alumni and former professor, said he expects an earthquake of considerable magnitude to
strike the coast of California at the end of
this year.
On Dec. 31, the moon will make its
closest approach to the earth in 10 years.
and coupled with a rare line up of the sun
and the moon, this will cause unusually
high tides, Berk ’and said.
He said such a build-up of water
will increase pressure on the inland
plate, which could trigger an earthquake
of "substantial sire.’’

’Me members of the City Council
also make up the Downtown Redevelopment Agency Board of Directors,
which meets at 9:30 a.m. every Thursday morning in the Bank of America
building at 101 Park Center Place.
The citizens’ group will present the
board with a set of petitions bearing
more than 450 signatures, asking that the
trees be saved.
The 120 trees, mostly alders, pines
and sycamores, make up a large part of
Pasco de San Antonio, the pedestrian
mall between First and Third streets.
’Mc redevelopment agency wants to
remove all the trees to make way for new
construction on the mall.
last week the agency held a special
meeting to hear public appeal concerning
the trees.
During this meeting, the ern/ens’
group presented a set of petitions with
more than 350 signatures, asking the
agency to save the trees, said Chuck
Greenfield, attorney for the group.
However, the director of the city’s
Neighborhood Maintenance Department,
Floyd Gicr, told Greenfield at the meeting that only six trees, which are consid-

ered street trees because they line First
Street, came under the jurisdiction of a
city ordinance requiring a public hearing
before removal.
The San Jose Municipal Code states
street trees are under the authority of the
city’s Neri,:.,..rhood Maintenance Department. Thc ordinance requires the director to allow public appeal at an open
hearing before trees can be removed.
Ger said it was his interpretation of
the ordinance that the remaining 114
trees are on the pedestrian mall and can
be removed without a public hearing.
Greenfield asked Gier at the meeting to reconsider his interpretation, stating that Pasco de San Antonio is actually
a street.
Gicr said then he would answer
Greenfield’s request within two weeks.
Yesterday, Gicr said he had not yet
made a final decision on Paseo de San
Antonio, and hadn’t changed his mind
about the classification of the trees.
Greenfield said the objective of today’s action is to stall removal of the
trees until (her announces his decision.
"We think the trees come under the
jurisdiction of Neighborhood Maintenance, but we don’t want the trees to be
lost in the meantime." Greenfield said.
Greenfield said that he would wait
for Gies decision before deciding what
action to take next.
The trees have been the subject of
controversy since being slated for removal last month. Professors tills and
White formed the opposition group out
of the approximately 25 people who opposed removing the trees at last week’s
public hearing.
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Frats join together for dry rush
What, no beer ’
That’s right. For the first time ever the SJSU fraternits
system is having a dry rush, and it’s about time.
The Interfratemity Council should be commended for has
ing the fraternities switch to a dry rush, and they should WTI
tinuc with their bold move by having only dry rushes in the hi
ture.
For years. dry rushes have been used at campuses such a,
San Diego State University and the University of California :II
Berkeley, and the rushes have been very successful.
Alcohol abuse has become a major problem in the United
States, and it doesn’t seem to be getting any better. Alcohol
causes nothing but problems.
The last thing college students need is to ruin their lives at
an early age by getting injured because of an alcohol -related incident. or even killed.
Dry rush is a great way to help the fight against alcohol
abuse. By having an alcohol -free rush, the fraternity system
must find things to do without using alcohol.
Believe it or not, not having alcohol at events has many
advantages. It forces fraternities to be creative and conic up
with unique and interesting events that will entice prospective
members to come to their house.
Instead of 10-keg blowouts, fraternities are having barbecues. sporting events, movie nights and ice cream socials. Now
doesn’t that sound like fun?
Anyone can throw a decent party, but try to throw a successful "Duck Waddle" race. The challenge is good for fraternities. In the past. SJSU rushes have been full of fighting. vandalism and throwing up. It was one gigantic, unruly mob of
pushing and
people some SJSU students and some not
shoving their way from house to house, trying to consume as
much free beer as possible.
With dry rush, all of thew problems are eliminated.
Another problem that fraternities face today is liability, a
problem also eliminated by having a dry rush. I.iability problems have created enough of a stir that the national headquarters 01 some fraternities have gone as far as suggesting their active chapters eliminate alcohol completely from their chapter
houses. The reason for the concern is. for example. if a rushee
leaves a fraternity party drunk, crashes his car into a tree and
dies, the parents of the rushee can now sue the national fraternity.
With dry rush, drunk driving is completely eliminated,

Len
Gutman

and fraternities don’t have to worry about being liable.
As a rushee going through dry rush you also have the opportunity to we what each house is really like. Conversely, the
fraternities get a chance to see the real rushee.
Drunk fraternity members picking possible pledges out of
a group of drunk rushees can prove to be a major mistake when
everyone sobers up. When everyone involved is sober, it is obvious that better choices will be made by both the fraternities
and the rushccs. This can only make for a better rush, with a
better quality rushee going through. With a dry rush you know
people are seriously interested in a house and aren’t just there
for free beer.
Plus, having a dry rush can only improve the marred reputations that fraternities on the whole have. Wet rushes serve as
reinforcements to people going through them for the first time
that fraternities are everything people told them they were and
worse.
Through movies like "Animal House" and "Revenge of
the Nerds," in which fraternities are portrayed as loud, drunk
and obnoxious, fraternities get bad reputations. Alcohol plays a
major role in reinforcing these stereotypes.
Dry rush enables people to see fraternities for what they
really are. Most fraternities are nothing like those stereotypes,
hut rather a group of college men trying to make the best of
their college years by having a little fun, learning about life and
growing up.
In any case, dry rush is a way of increasing membership
size, meeting people and having fun, without abusing alcohol

Rights under attack more than ever
I he government is knocking on your door. Not only is it
knocking, but if it finds the door unlocked it will enter, assum
ing itself to be a welcome guest in every room of your home.
Judgment will be passed on everything from your bed
room behavior to the contents of your liquor cabinets. Youi
medicine chests will be rummaged, your record albums edited
and your urine thoroughly examined. Careful, friend, where
you lay that last pack of cigarettes, because if they don’t have
governmental approval, you won’t he smoking them.
The hallway may seem like a safe place, if you’re careful
. . . just be sure there aren’t any closets. Politicians love to
hide in closets.
There’s a tone of disapproval in America’s households.
Our personal taste and conduct are under tight scrutiny by Mom
and Dad Reagan. Since they’ve moved into our living quaners
their tone of voice has taken on a heavy air of disappros at
Papa Reagan doesn’t approve of our behavior, so he’s putting us on restriction with some pretty healthy legislature.
Well, not everyone in the family’s happy to see Dad spending
so much time in the kitchen making sure the food is healthy and
the behavior responsible.
If we choose to tie each other up in the bedroom with
chains and leather. are Mom and Dad going to be peeking
through the keyhole? Maybe we should slap those Peeping
Toms with charges of incest.
And that new album you bought last week, the purely recreational one, well, Dad’s considering taking it away from you.
He’s decided it might steer you down the road to self-mutiny.
Or even worse, you might break a window somewhere in his
neighborhood.
Mom and Dad are spending a lot of money on alcohol
campaigns, too But they don’t seem to be so concerned with
our drinking water The family budget is being spent on programs for beverages that a good part of our All-American family isn’t even old enough to consume, while our drinking water
remains hazardous to our health.
The latest parental rampage has been against drugs, pnmanly cocaine. Recreational drugs are clearly a problem
they soon become non -recreational. But, money spent on outside rehabilitation programs for problems that began in the
home is not going to help. Maybe Dad should attend a few family therapy sessions.
What is bothersome about many of Mom and Dad’s plans
to clean up the family image is not so much their subject matter
and maybe not even their lack of trust in letting us choose our
own lifestyles. It is troublesome that father Ron is suddenly
panicking because cocaine and other drugs, sex and rock ’n’
roll have risen above the blue-collar level. and the white dust of
the streets is flaking onto the lapels of the white collars.

Paula

Christensen
"Underclass behavior" has moved into the middle-class
mainstream and now mom and dad are determined to clean up
the neighborhood. Workplaces are being filtered with psychological and physical tests that bar personal and professional
choice. Such tests are not always accurate and the results have
the ability to put careers and advancement in jeopardy. Funny
thing. too . . . a few of our senator-type uncles don’t seem too
eager to subject themselves to the very tests they recommend
for athletic nephews and workers alike.
The point is. it didn’t seem to be so important when the
issues maintained a respectable distance from Capitol Hill’s
own doors. Junkies were overlooked on the streets and federal
funds were saved for more promising rejuvenation. Now that
upper and middle class America is involved, dead issues have
come alive.
Governmental legislature is supposed to protect our rights,
but lately it feels a little overprotective. Do we really need so
many of our personal choices made for us. and who arc they
really protecting - the people or the politician’s place on the
ballot’?
Personal issues always seem to become political when
election time rolls around. Senators jump to their guns, watching our closets for personal issues that they can use to promote
votes.
It’s time to point out the back door to these legislatively hyper shadows that are lounging on our couches and demand
something besides health initiatives on the ballots.
Mom and Pop Reagan need to get back to the business of
running the country and get out of our cars, noses and throats.
If they want to join us at the next party, they’re more than welcome. But it will be our choice of beverage, our favorite tunes
and our preferred recreation.
Maybe they had better not come looking for votes.

Letter to the Editor
Attack on liberals not warranted
Editor.
Hey. Stew Hintz! I read your editorial attack on liberalism
last Friday (Aug. 29. Spartan Daily. ’Amerika’ ’ I.
Your article has techniques used by propaganda experts
broad generalization, dramatic wording and no facts.
You say the "liberal fire press" is apolitical organization
with the First Amendment facade. Who are "they"? If you answer "Mother Jones," I may agree. But I would also point to
the conservative magazines such as the New Republic that occupy the same class of extremist political literature. A balanced
view of the news comes from reading both. Television news
shows such as "Nightline and the "MacNeil -I ehrer News
Hour" invite distinguished guests from both sides of the argument during political discussions. This is too liberal?
You say the press has perverted their constitutional protection. Perhaps you could provide us with some facts here’? I
agree that arguments shoul ever he dismissed by name-calling and censorship. Facts must be provided. Free speech and
individual freedom must be present for any effective debate.
President Reagan is the conservative leader. Reagan’s
conservative actions have drawn a job-approval rating that is

lower than tour out ot the last five presidents. His personal
populanty, however, is high. This is a result of low unemployment which is a result of high deficits. Reagan has bought approval! Ikm’t trust mc check the polling data.
Some conservative actions are frightening and actually
shake democracy’s foundation. For example, the leader of the
Justice Department, Edwin Meese, said he doesn’t support the
Miranda decision. He said, "You don’t have many suspects
who are innocent of a crime." Suspect equals criminal! Hey,
let’s skip trials altogether! Meese called the state application of
the Bill of Rights an "intellectually shaky" Supreme Court decision ("Essay," Time magazine. Aug. II, 1986). No Rill of
Rights in state cases!
Liberals are not undermining free speech they are attempting to preserve it and democracy from the encroachment
of conservative government. Conservatives are hiding behind
patriotism to advance their narrow views. let’s hope the people
realize this before it is too late.
Robert Kelley
Junior
F.leetrieol eitgloeering

Meese panel
ignores facts
Every American citizen should stop for a moment and
thank Uncle Sam, because whether we realize it or not. he has
done us a favor. Over the past year. Uncle Sam, in the form ot
Attorney General Edwin Meese III and company, took 500,000
of our tax dollars and went on a wild smut -viewing spree, onls
to find in the end that none ,it us should have access to the pornographic material that w a, studied, lest we become violent.
sex -crazed maniacs.
Thanks a hunch.
When the Meese Commission on Pornography released its
supposedly informed repon in July. some hailed it as a major
breakthrough in combating one of society’s evils The honorable Rev. Jerry Falwell claimed that the report’s findings were
’common sense.’ ’ ’ It appeals to the grass-roots heartbeat of
this country to begin putting an end to this scab in our society,"
he said.
.
,
Others who arc lust a bit more open-minded sec the commission and its pathetic report for what it really is. Playboy
publisher Hugh Hefner referred to the whole thing as a form of
sexual McCarthyism, citing the commission’s hearing testimony from 54 witnesses to the "evils" of pornography but
only four in its defense. An objective, revealing study’ was apparently not what the commission had in mind.
The findings that Falwell considers common sense are neither that nor supported fact. As Hefner pointed out, the commission readily accepted anecdotes and opinions in place of
scientific evidence. Its conclusion that a causal relationship exists between sexually violent materials and anti -social acts of
sexual violence was in direct conflict with the 1970 findings of
the President’s Commission on Obscenity and Pornography,
which found no such link .
The earlier report stated that its study was based on "extensive empirical investigation. both by the commission and by
others," a claim that the current report could never make.
But the current repon at
tacked non-violent sexual
matter as well, as the commission concluded that nonviolent, sexually degrading
material "bears some causal
relationship to the level (it
sexual violence. sexual (Aver-%
cion or unwanted sexual aggression in the population so
exposed." The commission’s
degradiny
definition
of
material included that which
"depicts people, usually
women, as existing solely for
the sexual satisfaction of others," or that which "depicts
people engaged in sexual
practices that would to most
people be considered humiliating.’
That might sound intimidating. but with this detinition. it
is not inconceivable that an erotic photo of a nude body,
whether male or female, might be considered pornographic,
since it is obviously intended to bring some form of sexual
pleasure to someone viewing it.
Obviously the commission conned this view off on someone, since the mighty Southland Corporation discontinued
sales of Playboy in its 4.500 company -owned stores. It seems
ominous that Playboy. as tame as GQ with a sexual bent. could
possibly be considered pornographic or offensive.
And to determine those practices which the commission
claims most people find humiliating would be an impossibility,
since sexual preference is not a common topic of dinner table
discussion. Besides, whose business is it for a presidential
commission to be questioning the private habits of consenting
adults’?
The disturbing lack of concrete evidence doesn’t seem to
bother the commission’s collective conscience. either. The
commission admits that its conclusions about non-violent
materials were reached with "less confidence . .and more in
the way of assumption" than those concerning violent
material.
But when social scientists complained that their work had
been misinterpreted in the report, the commissioners held fast.
Chairman Henry E. Hudson retorted. "If we relied exclusively
afraid that
on scientific data for every one of our findings,
all of our work would be inconclusive because there is a real
scarcity of scientific research in many of these areas."
If the commission was not looking for scientific evidence,
then what NM it looking for? Ibis hard to dispute the argument
of Barry Lynn, legislative counsel for the American Civil Liberties Union, that the commission found exactly what they intended to find. As I.ynn says, a biased, pro-censorship commission succeeded in writing a lopsided, pro-censorship report.
Perhaps the commission said it better: "Although there
are many members of this society who can and have made affirmative cases for uncommitted sexuality, none of us believes it
to be a good thing."
There are people out there trying to curtail your freedom.
Are you worried’? You should be.

Scott G.
Hamilton

Editors’ Extra
Jeni
Uyeda

Semester blues hit again
many of you found out, the beginning of school
Asis the toughest part. Fall semester always begins
with summer weather and fun activities still lingering. But we. the unfortunate ones, have to pull ourselves away from the sun and the fun to try to get back
into a scholastic frame of mind.
’Ilie semester starts off in an attempt to re-create the
perfect school schedule you signed up for. Yes, the
schedule that was fine until the Computer Assisted Registration (CAR) got a hold of it. There arc some advantages
to CAR. For example, you receive your schedule faster
and the work of Admissions and Records is cut by half.
But what about us poor students who get stuck trying to
fix our schedule? Remember, computers are machines
without feelings, they couldn’t care less if you graduate
from college or not.
Add/drop does not solve registration problems, even
during Program Adjustment Day. The only students who
usually get a decent schedule are special priority groups,
graduating seniors and all other students of senior status.
Who said seniority rules’? Even if you are a graduating senior and happen to be out of town when arena registration
rolls around, you arc out of luck, even after all the endless semesters of burying yourself with IS units that you
were lucky enough to get. Seniority’ status slips through
your fingers because you can’t make that one day.
After attempting add/drop (arena style) and not gaining anything from it but a severe migraine headache and a
wasted day for relaxation and sanity, there is always the
hope of adding and dropping during the first week of
school. Dropping is never a problem but adding is impossible. It is like taking honey away from a grizzly bear
impossible!
You patiently sit in on classes and get your name put
on the waiting list. You and a dozen other students sit
through roll call. Anxiety grows as you see students drop
the class, knowing that each student who drops will bring
your name to the top faster. The first week of class
quickly approaches an end and you find your name No. 1
on every waiting list with only one class added.
The world feels like it has just ended and school
seems likes waste of time. Then you realize the nine
units you have is better than what you started out with.
Turning in your add/limp form is a mess and is time
consuming. No matter how long you wait the line doesn’t
seem to get any shorter. But after the I -o-n -g wait Admissions and Records finally has your schedule. in hand, and
you no longer have to worry about it.
Then comes the teaser. A three-day weekend. What
do you do on a three-day weekend’? Escape. You pack up
your things and go as far away as your car will take you.
You travel for a day and finally reach "paradise." There
you relax and try to gain back your sanity. Only then to
realize that you have already neglected your first week of
homework because you were concerned about trying to
add classes.
A guilty feeling overwhelms you, you begin to rack
your brain trying to figure out your class assignments.
Slowly, you remember some assignments and you grab a
piece of paper and a pencil and write. Realizing most of
your homework is reading, with your books 250 miles
away at home, you recall your writing assignments.
The next thing you know you are writing your assignments frantically on odd pieces of paper so you can
type them or re -write them when you get home. This
takes up a half of a day, leaving you with a half of a day
to forget about school and a day to travel home and finalize your homework.
The half a day of play is like "heaven" but the day
of travel (back home) is like ’’hell,’’ Between traffic, the
heat and car problems a four-hour drive turns into an exhausting and frustrating nine-hour drive.
You try re-writing your assignments and your vision
blurs from exhaustion. What a vacation! What away to
start a semester!
But don’t worry, this happens to everyone. Not just
to certain students. Don’t be discouraged, things can only
get better they definitely can’t get any worse. But.
until they improve, just fake it until you make it. It gives
you self-confidence and makes the days go by faster. By
the time things improve, the semester is over and you
have made it once again.
Jeni Illyeda Is the assistant special assignment editor. Editors’ Extra is an open forum for editors who
will appear on a rotating basis every Tuemlay and
Thursday.
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Amnesty International decries
clandestine practices in Chile
LONDON (API
Aninests International yesterday accused the Chilean
government of President Augusto Pinochet of employing clandestine forces to
kidnap. torture and kill suspected goveminent opponents.
"In the face of increasing public
protest against government policies, the
clandestine forces have intensified their
operations since 1983 after acting on a
smaller scale earlier." the independent
London -based organitation said in a
statement.
’I’he statement was issued with a 22 page Amnesty International report, ’’The
Clandestine and Illegal Practices of the
Security Forces in Chile."
Amnesty International, which won
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1977. said in
the statement: "Dozens of people have
been attacked, abducted, tortured or shot

dead by the clandestine forces. These
groups are highly organized and appear
to have considerable financial backing.
They use vehicles without registration plates, operate with impunity
both in broad daylight and during curfew
hours and have the sort of detailed information about their victims that would
normally be held by government intelligence units."
The statement reiterated allegations
that official Chilean security forces torture suspected government opponents.
"The scale of their abuses, too, has
risen sharply since 1983. with mass arrests ever more common . . . Church
workers, human rights activists, shantytown dwellers and members of opposition groups have been among those targeted in both official and clandestine op-

erations,’ ’ the statement said.
It said there was ample evidence.
some of which emerged in judicial inquiries, to show that the clandestine
groups include members of the security
forces acting under cover with civilian
collaborators.
Amnesty International said its report "points to an intensified cffon by
the government to silence all opposition."
"Mass roundups such as the detention of some 15,000 people in the poor
suburbs of the capital Santiago in May of
this year have resulted in sonic of the
highest arrest figures since the days following the 1973 coup which brought the
present government to power, when hundreds were killed or disappeared.’ the
report said.

HUNTINGTON BEACH (AP)
Rampaging youths who torched
police cars and hurled bottles at officers during a labor 1)as v.eekend riot
may have been responsible tor other
California hOittid( moelees, detectives
said yesterday
"It’s just a gut feeling at this
point, hut the similarities are there."
said Sgt. James Dahl after comparing
the noting in Palm Springs during the
Easter holiday and a Fourth of July
confrontation in nearby Newport
Beach.
"We have nothing at this point
that would really indicate they were
the same ones other than the officers
said they were chanting ’anarchy’ and
stuff like that, just as they did in Palm
Springs." Dahl said.

The Pyiur Yenitsov, %Shia belongs
to U.S.S.R.-Black Sea Shipping of
Odessa, was wired during a voyage
from the Black Sca port of Nikolayev to
Kuwait and was being unloaded yesterday at Bandar Abbas. according to the
reports.
In Moscow, Foreign Ministry
spokesman Gennady I. Gcrasimov confirmed that the 11.750-ton Pyotr Yemtsov was "detained" off the coast of the
United Arab Emirates but did not mention the Tutov. Bandar Abbas is about
120 miles east of the 1.1.A .E.
Gerasimov said he believed the
freighter was carrying a load of cement.
He gave no information on the site of its
Crew.

Despite the Soviet role in supplying
Iraq during the 6-year-old Iran-Iraq war.
shipping sources said weapons or other
military goods were unlikely to be
shipped on Soviet freighters through the
Persian Gulf.
"We believe the Pyotr Yemtsov
was loaded with construction material.
but the Iranians consider such commodities to be an asset for the Iraqi military
effort," said an executive based in Kuwait.
He noted that several Kuwaiti vessels had been intercepted and their cargoes of steel rods and tither construction
materials seized.
Scores of ships of many nationalities are known to have been searched
since Iran began intercepting commercial
vessels early in 1985.
Capt. Mohammed Hussein Malekzadegan. the Iranian navy commander,
was quoted earlier this week saying his
warships intercept 15 to 20 commercial
vessels a day to make sure they do not
carry cargo that would benefit Iraq’s war
effort.
Most detained ships are allowed to
resume their trips after searches. Others
have been taken to Bandar Abbas, where
their cargos were unloaded and confiscated.
The American freighter President

Moscow names new director
to head atomic safety agency
MOSCOW (AP) the Kremlin on
.,...terday named nuclear power plant diiector Vadim Malyshcv to replace the
head of the atomic safety agency fired
after the Chernobyl disaster.
The official news agency lass said
Malyshev, who for the past 13 years has
directed the Beloyarsk nuclear power
plant in the Vral \fountains near Sverd-
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Taylor was stopped and boarded outside
the Strait of Honnut last January on a
voyage to the United Arab Emirates port
of Fujairah. In May, U.S. warships in
the Indian Ocean prevented the interception of another American cargo ship. the
President McKinley.
U.S.. British and French naval vessels patrol the Persian Gulf, the narrow
Strait of Hormuz that leads from the gulf
to the Indian Ocean and the strait’s environs in the Gulf of Oman.
Soviet uarships also cover the area
outside the Hot-mut.
Shipping executives said an average
of two Soviet or East European freighters
a day ply the gulf waters. They expressed surprise that Iran would harass
Soviet ships while the Kremlin is trying
to improve relations with Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s fundamentalist Shiite
Moslem government.
Executives gave this description of
the Pyotr Yenitsin seiture. based on
radio contacts tiles and their monitors
had with other ships in the gulf:
An Iranian uarship ordered the captain to stop when the freighter was about
30 miles northuest ot Dubai. It signaled
a threat to open fire, and the Soviet skipper turned his vessel and tried to escape.
The Iranian ship caught up after a
brief chase and again threatened to
shoot. The Pyotr Yenitsos ’s captain cut
back his engines and Iranian commando.
boarded, either by boat or helicopter

lovsk, was designated chairman of the
state committee for safety in the in the
atomic power industry.
Malyshev, 54, replaces Yevgeny V.
Kulov, the highest-ranking government
official dismissed as a result of the April
26 accident, which officials say killed 31
people and forced the evacuation of
135,000 residents living near the plant.
Soviet documents indicate the Beloyarsk plant has two graphite-moderated reactors, predecessors of the type
that exploded at Chernobyl in the Ukraine.
Another veteran nuclear power
plant manager, Nikolai I.ukonin, was appointed in July to head the newly created
Ministry of Atomic Energy.
Soviet authorities have said the
ministry was formed to improve the nation’s nuclear energy, but they have not
spelled out how the ministry and the
atomic safety committee would divide
their work.
On Tuesday, the Communist Party
daily Pravda said 27 party members were
expelled from the Kiev regional organization for misconduct related to the
Chernobyl accident.
Among those expelled were a
worker at a local institute and two drivers
sanctioned for "cowardice and panicking," Pravda said.
The newspaper also said that more
than four months after the accident,
Ukrainian authorities still are failing to
give people adequate information about
health risks and other aspects of the
disaster.

Three police cars, a police van,
a police three-wheel Aic sand vehicle and a lifeguard Jeep were set ablaze. 10 policemen and 30 beach goers were injured.
More than 100 people were arrested during an Easter weekend riot
in Palm Springs, when youths ran
through the streets, hurling projectiles at police and tearing clothes off
women.
At least 40 people were arrested
dunng a July 4 riot in Newport
Beach.
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Man feeds
live kittens
to pit bull

Labor Day rioters suspected
in other holiday disturbances

Iran blocks Soviet munitions ships
MANAMA. Saudi Arabia (AP)
Iran stopped two Soviet ships in the first
action against Iraq’s main arms supplier
since the Iranian navy began searching
freighters for military cargo early last
year. shipping sources said sesterday.
Iranian warships chased the Pyotr
Yenitsov in the southern Persian Gulf on
Tuesday, then forced it into the Iranian
port of Bandar Abbas to be searched.
Shipping executives, who spoke on
, nidition of anonymity, said the second
,..sel was stopped brictls scstcrday and
identified only as the Tuto% .

H7r,o

Five men ranging in age from 18
to 22 have been identified by police
as the main culprits behind Sunday’s
not. Dahl said, adding that the melee
may have been planned in advance.
"It is my underlying belief that
this was not spontaneous," Dahl
said. "We have reason to heliese it
would be the same people
Police identified the five men
through personal videotapes and
snapshots. he said. Their names were
not disclosed. They were not among
the 18 arrested.
"We’re going to get them.
Somebody’s going to pay for this."
Dahl said.
The riot started when two 14year-old girls ran crying from a
crowd of men on the beach and told
officers the men had ripped off their
swimsuits and kindled them. Sgt.
Larry Miller said When the officers
approached the men, three other
women were being assaulted, he said.
Detectoes planned to exchange
information 5% ith Palm Springs police
and view Easter videotapes. Dahl
said several of the men had brushes
with officers in Palm Springs.
Palm Springs police Sgt. Jon
Clem also speculated that the five instigators umias ’lase been the same
ones responsible fin the Easter riot.

MADERA (AP) A Miadera man
and a I 7 -year-old boy who police said
admitted to using live kittens to train a
pit bulldog were arrested for investigation of felony animal cruelty.
Madera police arrived at the home
of Francisco Garcia, 33, early this week
and found the family’s pit bull eating
inn a furry animal." said Police Chief
Gordon Skeels.
Garcia, and a Nis u hose name was
withheld because ot his age, were arrested after Skeels said they admitted
urging the dog to attack and kill two kittens.
Police reported Garcia and the boy
then chopped off the kittens’ legs, and
led them to the dog.
Police found the remains of the cats
in a nearby dumpster after they were
alerted by a neighbor
"They just let the dog kill (the kittens)." said Skeels in a telephone interview.
"It’s a cruel and inhumane thing to
do to animals -Mese are helpless little
creatures,"
Skeels said he could recall no similar instances ill animal abuse occurring
during his career in law enforcement.
Garcia ixas tieing held on S4,000
hail at Madera County Jail and the youth
was taken hi lilt ctitle hall, Skeels said.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you’re part of a health care
.vstem in which educational and
ireer advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
Ink( IIi3.t Ili It
on the right means you command respect as an A
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BL

Even today, there are still a few students
who don’t have an HP calculator.

"21111301.10.1"1111.....9)ffleg=tros,Vrav.

World Airways
to end service
OAKLAND (AP) World Airways announced yesterday it will end
scheduled passenger service Sept. 15 and
will lay off 1,500 employees.
The Oakland-based carrier said it
will concentrate on its profitable charter
and aircraft maintenance operations.
The layoffs, which represent 57
percent of World’s 200 employee work
torce, will affect pilots, flight attendants,
ground service personnel, administrative
personnel and ticket agents at World’s 14
U.S. and European passenger service locations.
World’s Chairman Jerrold Scoutt
Jr. said T. Coleman Andrews III, 32.
was elected as president and chief executive of World Airways to lead the company’s restructunng. Scoutt, former
chairman of Key Airlines Inc., succeeds
Arthur H. Hutton, 54, who became vice
chairman.
"Our priorities are to return to profitable operations as quickly as possible.
to attain returns that were simply not attainable in the scheduled airline business
and to generate results that will attract financing for profitable expansion." he
said.

4,140,rmip.4.12‘
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Burning the midnight

oil may be necessary.
Burning the 2:00 or 3:00
or 4:00 AM oil is absurd.
Especially when an HP calculator can get the
answers you want in time to get a good night’s
sleep.
For instance, our HP-15C Professional Scientific Calculator
has more built-in advanced math and statistical power than any
other calculator. Our HP-4I Advanced Scientific Calculators have
even more potential.
PG12602

That’s because there are better than 2500 software packages
available for them more than for any other calculator.
There’s even a special plug-in software package (we call it the
Advantage Module)that’s designed to handle the specific problems
an engineering student has to solve in his, or her, course work.
No wonder professionals in engineering and the physical sciences
widely regard HP calculators as the best you can get.
So check one out. Then, when your mother calls to ask if you’re
getting enough sleep. you won’t have to lie.
By the way, if you want more information. just give us a call
at 800-FOR-HPPC. Ask for Dept.658(’M HEWLETT
PACKARD

&I1
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Logos part of plan
Proposed law may help work-study
to help SJSU image
By I.C. Walters
Daily ete writer
SJSIF has an image problem
And what this university needs.
according to Richard Staley, director
it News and Publication Services, is
J Visual Standards Program.
Staley said be noticed about
three years ago that every publication
produced by various units of the umversity had a different style. At one
time he collected 200 SJSU publications, all different.
Many first impressions are
drawn from publications, he said.
Ilse effect of the current diversity is
that the school has a fragmented and
confused image.
"The quality of visual presentation will determine whether the university is seen as being a high quality
institution," Staley said. "Right
now, we don’t project to the outside
world that we arc a quality institution."
Staley and graphics coordinator
Craig Kochersberger worked for two
years to produce "SJSU Graphic
Standards." a manual, now in draft
form, for the new design program.
It includes official logos and emblems, with instructions for their use,
and suggested guidelines for typefaces, column width and page design.
Use of the standards will he voluntary, Staley emphasired. Hut he
said he expects that "the product will
sell itself" and that eventually "all
departments will use this consistent
visual style to amplify a shared
image, rather than projecting 100
conflicting designs."
Staley said the standards should
accomplish two major goals: The first
would establish the image of the university as one institution, the second
would enable the users to spend less
time and energy on the form and
more on the substance of the message.
The designs can be used for anything graphic in nature, such as signs,
letters, post cards, brochures, catalogs, schedules and letterheads.

fhe university logo is the foundation or signature of the package.
Staley said. It makes a statement
about the campus as an institution and
can be used only in prescribed ways
"You can’t just stick it am where,’ he said.
A new emblem and logo were
designed specifically for use in athlet
ics. rhe emblem is of an historically
accurate Spartan helmet. It was executed by Chad Kula, a San Jose illustrator, for 5500.
The athletic logo is the word
"Spartan" in calligraphy. Sandra
Bruce, a Sunnyvale calligrapher, de,
signed it for about 5800.
Staley called these amounts
nominal when considering how important image is in today’s world
Most major universities have had
standardized design programs for
years, he said
"Good design costs money, but
it saves money in the long run," he
said.
Staley submitted a draft of the
program to the Public Information
Advisory Committee of the Academic Senate last year. Librarian
Edith Crowe. who was chairwoman
of the committee, said the cornflour’,
concentrated on the language cif the
draft.
However, the Financial and Student Affairs Committee of the Academic Senate. parent committee ot
Crowe’s group, returned the draft
with a request for campuswide input
on the program and its consequences.
Staley said it is up to the public
information committee to decide how
it wants to elicit response from the
campus.
Currently. Staley’s office. Administration, Admissions and Re
cords, the dean ot Student Services
and Career Planning and Placement
are using the new design guidelines in
some publications.
’there will be no charges to the
departments that use the services ot
the news and publication office. Sta
Icy said.

Students up in the air
over chance to rappel
R APPEL, from page I
vancone to stop the rappeller’s descent.
’1l-roiii the 60-foot tower, a rappeller
grabbed the rope and leaned into the air.
His face was red from the rush of blood
to his head Many of the cadets stood
around the tower and watched in awe.
One cadet was using the Australian
method of rappelling, face first.
’I didn’t see any advantage to
going backward." said Cadet
Nolan. electrical engineering and polo
cal science major. Nolan said it was only
the second time he descended Australian
style and he wanted to see where he was
falling
The height of the building can be
deceiving from the ground, biology
major Craig Johnson said.
"It looks like it’s 120 feet from up
there, even though it’s only 60 feet," he
said. "It’s scary the first time, better the
second and becomes fun the third time."
"Scary" was the word SJSU student Londa Mobley used to descnbe her
first time rappelling. Mobley began her
descent of the 310-foot wall and said she
was frightened when she saw a window
to the side of her. She couldn’t keep her
feet planted firmly and was stuck hanging 15 feet above the ground. She let go
of the rope and her belayer stopped her in
mid descent. Her hands covered her face
as the belayer eased her to the ground.
She was shaking
"All I wanted to do is to be let
down, I was so scared." Mobley said.

CBEST
and NTE

She yelled up to the top rut the building.
"I’m still gonna keep doing it till I get it
right."

Irty Das id Rickard
Daily staff writer
A bill that would alter the funding
and implementation of the state’s work
study programs at colleges and universities has made it it) Gov George Makincjian’s desk.
Hut it may take a year or more be true the effects of the new program, if
passed into law. will befell at SJSU.
The governor’s signature would
clear the way for creation of the California State Work -Study Program, effective
Jan. I.
The bill, SH417, calls for a state
commission to select 15 to 25 schools to
participate for the 1987-148 fiscal year, an
aide to the bill’s sponsor said.
Passage of the bill could generate
extra money for work-study, potentially
ripening the program to many new students.
The schools may he part of the University of California and California State
University systems. community colleges
and private universities, said Karen
!Amery, stall assistant to the bill’s sponsor, Sen. Gary Hart, 1)-Santa Barbara.
The selection of pilot schools in the
program would be made by the state’s
Student Aid Commission.
If SJSU is not among the first
group, it would still qualify for subsequent years. Lowery said. All schools
currently offering work-study would
eventually participate, she said.
If put into law intact, it would allocate 5200,000 to the commission to get
the program on its feet. I Amery said. Future funding would be provided through
the state budget.
SJSU has nearly 1,000 students in
work-study. said John Bradbury. assolate director of Financial Aid Student

Services.
The infusion of state money would
not supplant federal funds which are vital
to the current program. !Amery said. But
the bill’s wording cites reductions in federal student aid as an impetus.
"For two years this has been one of
our top priorities," said Denise Gronki,
legislative advocate for the California
State Student Association, which lobbied
for the bill. ’the bill incorporates portions of similar bills which failed in the
Legislature, she said.

Bob Whalen, CSSA chairman and
Associated Students president at California State University at Fresno, said the
progran) would be a boon because increased funding would open work-study
to more students.

ing. the current formula has tcderal wouldn’t escape those kinds ot cuts,’ he
money paying up to 80 percent of the said.
employee’s wages, with the employer
The governor has the option of repaying the balance. In the proposed sys- ducing or eliminating the start-up money
tem the state would provide up to 70 per- included in the bill. which Lowery said
cent if the position is with a non-profit would affect the timetable for implemenorganiration, or 50 percent if it is a tation. The pilot program is slated to
profit-seeking business.
begin in the 1987-88 academic year.
Foreseeing federal budget constraints. Bradbury said the new money
would come in handy.
"Certainly with Gramm -Rudman Hollings. cuts have to come from somewhere, and student aid certainly
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"It would he an opportunity for
lower-income students to get a job in
their field of study," Whalen said. "I’ve
always been in favor of practical experience over a lecture situation."
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The current program limits students
seeking work-study experience to nonprofit organizations. Hart’s bill would
allow them to seek jobs with profit -seeking companies, Lowery said.
’Me new bill would also ensure that
the position is directly related to the student’s career interest or education program.
Despite similar language in the current work-study program, Lowery said.
the program seldom matches the job with
the students interest.
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A Lockheed spokesman said any
layoff announcements would have to
come from the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
NASA said only that the companies
are reducing their staffs to match the
agency’s fiscal 1987 budget requirements
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HIS FIRST YEAR OUT OF COLLEGE
FRANK QUACKENBUSH RENOVATED THREE
BUILDINGS, WORKED ON A DAM, PAVED A ROAD,
AND BUILT TWO CHOPPER PADS.
Nit qtr. ct tee wco grad
with probahlv wound up asan
-,int engineer to .imehody else
be doing the details fiir somehridv
s design r I supervising some
11 aspect of er nIstrUCIII
-Rut my last sear as an
It fve designed mans of
ien imams and supervised the
ruction on everything from
hall dugouts to the concrete work
dam Earthmoving wading. fill paring, concrete work. masonry
ii name it. rse supers Ned st
-Whether I stay in the
-,v or go into civilian construction
k later. I’ve goi experience that
! engineers wont have when
.c re kr-

At San Jose State
See Capt. George Jicha
Room 308. MacOuarrie Hall
or Call 277-2985

Army ROTC k.t Ff.i:

Quackenbush off to a good start in his
held It can do the same fiir you
whether you’re a TM’ engineer or an
Fneltsh major For more iniirmation
ip hv the Arms- ROTC:office on
-,tnpus
And been) n.ur future as
ICC ’Stir

It’s Not Too Late
To Sign Up!
LAST DAY TO ADD A
CLASS IS SEPT. 12th
:nd b hank Quadtenhuth maawed
,torwortng thr Unnerntotd Amona and wan
1111,11111%,( Ar TV ROTC

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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With 17 routes serving the university
campus, County Transit provides you
with convenient, frequent and reliable
service.
What’s more, County Transit’s monthly
Flash Passes make riding the bus
economical too.

Discounted monthly Flash Passes,
good for unlimited rides on County
Transit are available at the Associated
Students Business Office, Room 235
of the Student Union.
Monthly Flash Pass - $15.00
(Save $5.00 off the regular price)
Monthly Express Flash Passes - $25.00
(Save $4.00 off the regular price)
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The world’s leading
test prep organization.
kx Information and class
stcxfing dates, please call
days, evenings or weekends
San Francisco (415) 433-1763
Berkeley (415) 849-4044
Palo Alto (415) 327-0841
Marin County (415) 927-1115
Reno (702) 329-5315
Santa Cruz (408) 429-6524
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County Transit can help get you to
class on time.
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The main difference relates to fund.
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Lowery cited three differences between the current work-study structure
and that of the proposed program.

Space shuttle workers
to lose jobs over disaster
As
CAPE CANAVERAL rAl’i
many as 1,000 space workers are expec ted to receive layoff notices within a
icw days because of a slowdown resulting from the explosion of the space shuttle Challenger, sources said yesterday.
Those losing jobs will be contractor
personnel working on the shuttle processing contract. They are employed by
ockheed Space Operations Co., Grumman Technical Services Co.. Morton
Thiokol Inc. and Pan Am World Services Inc.
Other Kennedy Space Center contractors also are expected to lay off
workers before the new fiscal year begins Oct I sources said, who spoke on

Based on meetings with Lowell
Paige, Deukmejians education adviser,
Lowery said the outlook for the bill’s
passage appears bright. However, Paige
Was careful to point out that he wasn’t
speak
for the governor, lowery said.

FREE BUS SERVICE
County Transit is offering free service on Line 65 during September. Line 65 serves the campus directly
from Almaden Valley.
For more information on County Transit services call (408) 287-4210, North County residents call
(415) 965-3100, South County residents call (408) 683-4151.
Santa Clara County Transit
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Volleyball team spikes alumni
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Alan Dep Daily stall

photographer

SJSU’s Danielle Spier sets the hall too Kari Roberson Tuesday night

By Karin Small
Daily staff writer
The Spartan Gym was filled to capacity Tuesday night for the annual
match between the volleyball squad and
the SJSU alumni team.
This year’s team ranked seventh
in the country in a recent poll had
little trouble with anything but its concentration as it took four of five from the
alumni by scores of 15-6, 15-8. 15-17,
15-6 anti 18-16.
Some members of the alumni team
had played for SJSU 10 years ago.
Both teams were shaky at the start
of the first match, but outside hitters
Julie Braymen and Christa Cook found a
groove, and after the Spartans reeled off
five straight points on Danielle Spier’s
serve, the alumni called for a timeout to
soothe sonic jangled nerves.
Starters for the alumni team were
Jodi Breding. a 1982 graduate; Rose
Falco, who played for SJSU in 1978 and
1979; Kim Kayser. an outside hitter for
the Spartans from 1980 to 1983; Alison
I.ettire, a setter in 1979 and 1980; and
Joyce Sprout, who graduated in 1982.
Teri Deliusk, a star on last year’s
squad, also saw a lot of playing time for
the alumni.
With Spier setting, Maria Healy and
Barbara Higgins at middle blocker and
Lisa Ice. Cook and Braymen at outside
hittcr, the alumni had a tough time getting balls to drop through the bloekers.
In game two, the alumni’s Shawna
Dibiaso tried to give her team a lift, scoring kills and digging balls off the floor
with great s for.

Lack of concentration only foe
But the alumni did not seem to relax
until the end of the game, and by then it
was too little, too late.
I.isa Ice started the first two games
and played as if nothing had ever happened to her right knee, which was totally reconstructed after she suffered a
severe injury in late 1983.
Ice played tenacious defense, constantly saving errant passes and digging
hard hits front the alumni.
Ice’s hitting didn’t pick up until the
fourth game, however, when she put
away ball after ball in typical Ice fashion:
hard, fast and accurate.
The alumni played at a much slower
tempo than the Spartans are used to seeing, and this upset both their rhythm and
concentration.
The third game was not a pretty
sight for SJSU coach Dick Montgomery,
as his team was suddenly plagued by
poor serving.
The alumni took advantage of several service errors to pull out the contest.
Kim Hicks provided several bright
spots in the Spartans’ losing effort, however. Several long rallies were keyed by

Considermg what
college costs these
days, you might
be interested in
knowing that
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Volleyball-foftball
Picnic

Si Wing your next roll or disc of color printksa
film IC41 process) to us and take
advantage of our every day quick
quality service. Plus, if you stop by from
9/2 10 9/12 you’ll also get a
second set ol snarp, colorful prints
mr the price of one... so you’ll have a
set to share with family and frkndsl
Offer not valid in conjunction with any
other promotion.
flurry offer expires
9/12(86
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I Define your own special business formulas.
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But the two teams took to the floor
for one more game, during which the
alumni team showed signs of fatigue and
the Spartans appeared to lose their concentration.
Spier, who got a very good workout
during the contest. was a little nervous
before the match.
"It felt good to be out there, but I
was a little shy about things at first."
Spier admitted. "It was fun playing opposite Deflusk, and I learned a lot from
her just by being out there at the same
time.
"I do have to work on being consistent, and also on setting the hall higher in
the middle.’

)0,dent

Flax sells
art supplies
for 20% to
50% off.
Always.

-Ss,
I hit it, I thought triple play," Jackson said. "I
lust gac it everything I had going down to first. I wasn’t
looking tot anything spectacular to happen. I’m just happy to
he playing "
Nos al. interim manager Mike Ferraro said he plans to start
Jackson in right field for the remainder of the season.
Jackson’s first hit came on a 2-2 pitch which he bounced
to the right side of the infield. Hulett fielded the ball and waited
for Carlton to get to the bag. But the 23-year-old Jackson, who,
as a football star, rushed for more than 1,500 yards his senior
year at Auburn, easily outran the 41 -year-old Carlton.
"One day he will look hack and say he got his first hit of
a Hall of Father," Ferraro said. "He can he proud of that."
Jackson, the first player selected in the NH. draft last
April, was taken by the Royals in the fourth round of haseh.,,
June draft. Despite his obvious baseball talent, other ie..,
shied away front the 6-foot -2. 230-pound Heisman Trophy
winner after Tampa Bay vowed to make him the highest-paid
rookie in NH. history.
Jackson decided he would ratherimlay baseball, turning
down a $7-infilion guaranteed Otter ittfirthu Rues for a threenull guarantee of about
year Royals contract and a reported
5500,000.

why. You can
It’ll change your mind about calculators. Here’s
lust:
tell it what vim want it to do. In your own words.

over.
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Jackson a hit in major league debut
KANSAS (311, Mo. s
Bo Likson made his major
league debut "not looking I.., .imthing spectacular to happen," but a few inches were all that kept him from a monster
home run and an embarrassing triple pIa
lust happs to he in the major
"A lot happened, hut
leagues," said the 1485 Heisman Thiplis winner.
Called up Mondas when Itialor league rosters espanded.
Jackson was inserted in right held tor the Kansas (’it Royals’
game Tuesday night against the Chicago White Sox Ile was I for-3. legging out an infield single off Steve Ciltit1.11 III its lust
at-bat.
He had hammered the previous pitch 425 feet into the top
of the leftfield bleachers, but third base umpire John Hirschbeck ruled the ball foul
Jackson grounded out to shortstop in his second at bat, and
then almost had to live with the indignity 01 grounding into a
triple play in his third plate appearance.
With the White Sox leading 2-0 in a game they eventually
won 3-0, Steve Balboni and Frank White singled leading off
the seventh. Jackson then smashed Carlion’s first pitch straight
at third baseman Dave Cochrane, who was guarding the line.
Chchrane stenjled on third for the first nut, then firedto-lecemd
baseman Tim Hulett trrishe second, Jackson’s desperate lunge
got him to first base a half-step ahead of I lulett’s throw

Hicks’ saves.
Following the lopsided fourth
game, most of the crowd trickled out of
the gym, convinced that the match was

Ice also said she felt her performance could have been better.
"I could have hit better," ice said.
"Rut the tempo was really slow, and a
hit hard to adjust to.
Me new offense worked off and
on, but once we get it down, it’ll be hard
to beat. I was encouraged by the fact that
my knee felt great the whole time. There
were no problems other than a little
swelling, which is normal."
Montgomery was upset by his
team’s lack of concentration during the
match, but he conceeded it wasn’t entirely his team’s fault.
"It was hard to take this match seriously because the alumni team didn’t
appear to be doing so." Montgomery
said. "This was not an ideal game because the tempo was so slow. We just
didn’t get a chance to sec what we could
do.
’Thc lack of concentration was inexcusable. however. A team has to be
into a match no matter if it’s three games
long or five.’’
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Senior a leg up
on last season
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Agency plans shuttle

By Paul Henlay
Daily staff writer
Pardon. if you will, John Aimonetti
for being a little excited about Saturday
night’s season opener against the Oregon
Ducks at Spartan Stadium.
Sure, all the Spartans are primed
and ready to go, but the starting left
tackle may be a tad more eager than the
rest.
"I’m looking forward to Saturday
night," Aimonetti declared. "I’ve been
training for this game for 11 months, and
I’m ready to go."
’the 6-foot -2, 273 -pound senior
missed all but one game last year because of an injury to his left knee suffered during a mid-week practice.
l’he injury disappointed Aimonetti.
"I had some pre-season honors. and
I wasn’t able to prove myself ,’ ’ he said.
Aimonetti has again received preseason acclaim this year. including being
named to Street and Smith’s all -West
Coast team.
Aimonetti said the day. Sept. 4, is
known as "Black Wednesday" because
guard David Diaz-Infante injured his
knee the same day the year before.
Aimonetti remembers well that dark
day.
"Practice was officially over," he
said. "It was the Iasi practice of the
week before the New Mexico State
game. Coach Gilbert brought the offense
back to the practice field to practice mid screens.
There was a pileup and the tackling occurred behind me. I didn’t see
who it was who hit me. but somebody
shot into my knee.’’
"It was very serious." head trainer
Charlie Miller said. "He tore multiple ligaments. It was as severe an injury as
we’ve seen."
In all, Aimonetti tore three ligaments, including the anterior eructate.
Anterior cruciate injuries can be devastating because the ligament is crucial
to the overall stability of the knee.
"Anytime you have that kind of injury, it’s very difficult for the surgeon to
fix and for the player to return," Miller
said. "Any injury to that ligament is serious."
It was the 22-year-old’s first serious
injury in eight years of playing football.
"At first I didn’t feel anything -- 1
tore all the nerves in my knee," he said.
"My leg didn’t move when I tried to get

pen to mail) pl.i)
Aimonetti did not step on a football
field again until fall practice started a
Few weeks ago
That in ascii was a small miracle.
"They (the doctors) didn’t think I
would be able to come back so soon,"
Aimonetti said.
Miller said injuries such as Aimsnetti’s lake at least a year to heal.
’In John’s case, he returned in 11
months:’ he said. "That’s a testament to
the surgeon’s skill and John’s ability and
work ethic. Rehabilitation depends on
the individual’s will to put up with pain
and wanting to get better
"Some become depressed. For
John, once he got out of the hospital, it
was his number one priority to build the
knee. It’s all related to the amount of et
tort the athlete is willing to put in."
"I was very depressed initially that
I wasn’t able to play." Aimonetti said.
Hut once reality set in. he was able
to get down to the task of rehabilitating
the knee.
"I was very lucky," Aimonetti
said. "I never had any problems with
scar tissue. I got my range of motion
hack very quickly, which is a very important factor in rehabilitation."
Use of a fairly new device helped
keep the scar tissue to a minimum. It is
salted a Constant Passive Motion Machine, and when an injured person is
hooked up io it. it keeps the knee cuminuously moving.
Aimonetti also did various exerJohn Aimonetti hopes his knee and
cises, including leg lifts and manual resistance exercises, to strengthen his knee
and keep the rest of the muscles in his leg slim to 273.
from atrophying. !Ater, he moved to tree
He plans to play at 270 pounds, ten
weights and active exercises to prepare under his regular play mg %%eight. He said
for his return.
the doctor feels the knee will benefit
During the summer. Aimonetti from the reduced pounding.
trained at home.
" the knee is 100 percent," Aimo"Living at home, I got good sleep, netti said "I’ve had no problems during
good meals:’ he said. "Mom kept good camp 1 Icel, right now. that I’ve been
food in the house, no junk food. My playing as %sell as I ever have."
family was real supportive in rehabilitaOffensive line coash Rick Rasnick
titm."
concurred, hut added. ’lie’s playing a
"And your roommates." reminded little higher noa. He doesn’t play with as
roommate Diar-Infante from a bench much knee bend, whn:h is natural for
across the way.
somebodt timiing back t rom a knee in
"Also my roommates and friends," jury
an obliging Aimonetti added.
Rasnick said often -as e linemen
Aimonetti and Diaz -Infante played need to play low or else defensive linea lot of racquetball during the summer. men can throw them umund.
which Aimonetti said is "very practica’John can control most of his oppoble to the offensive line."
nents, but against people with equal talThe racquetball, weightlifting and ent
and he’ll face a couple this year
tyrIt was then he knew he was in trou- good diet enabled
who he may have some problems, he said.
bre, he said. tic had seen this injury hap- bulged to 302 pounds in the spring. to
Rasnick said that A vnetti would
’

Gruneisen seeking to till holes
in SJSU’s leaky defensive unit
Iffy Len Gutman
Daily staff writer
If there is one area that is still very
questionable on the 1986 SJSU football
team, it’s defense.
Lust year, the Spartan defensive
unit gave up 410 yards per game, and 30
points per game, in the team’s disastrous
2-8- I season.
This year, SJSU rests its defensive
decisions in the hands of new defensive
cool-dm:ad Sam Gruneisen.
Gruncisen has an impressive history
both playing and coaching football.
He was the offensive line coach at
Cal in 1982 and 1983, and he spent two
years after that as the offensive line
coach of the now defunct lais Angeles
Express in the United States Football
League.
Gruneisen also played center for the
San Diego Chargers from 1962 to 1972.
Experience is his strong point
However, he has always coached offense, not defense.
"Actually. I have a little insight.
because from certain formations 1 knoss
what a team is trying to do and I can
relay that to our players," Gruneisen
said.
Hut defense is not new to Grunei
sen. He played outside linebacker as ii
as tight end in college at Villanova I ii
versity in Pennsylvania.
Hopefully, Gruneisen’s experience
has rubbed off on the Spartan defense,
because it is going to have its hands full
Saturday against Oregon.
The Ducks bring to San Jose a
strong offensive unit led by highly ac
claimed quarterback Chris Miller.
Last year Miller led Oregon to a 35
13 win over SJSU in Eugene, completing
16 of 24 passes for 244 yards and two
touchdowns.
The Ducks also ran for 202 yards in
that game, with Miller scoring once on
the ground as well.
’ It’s going to be our job to put pressure on the quarterback, Gruncisen
said. "We have to create some bad
throws, create some turnovers and keep
our offense out there on the field a little
hit more . "
It sounds good enough, but how do
the Spartans plan to maintain the pressure needed to keep Oregon from scoring
up a storm?
"We’re going to stunt and blur."
Gruneisen said. "We will be coming
with what we think is the best call for the
situation . ’ ’
The idea, Gruneisen said, is to pressure the opposition into having poor execution, which limits formations, calls
and plays.
The 11 scheduled starters who will
be in charge of forcing poor execution
are Mace Gouldsby at nose guard; Mark
Dean and Wayne Wixsdard at tackles.
Lloyd Forrest and Sam Kennedy out the

outside linebacker posts. with Harry Kid- sivly and enthusiastically, trying to keep
ney and Yepi Pauu on the inside: and a it as simple as possible, Gruneisen exbackfield of Johnny King, Greg Cox, plained.
Ryan Rasnick and K.C. Clark.
"We’ve cut out any extra calls and
Clark went both ways last year, accumulating 653 yards on offense and lust concentrated on exactly what we
know our players know. and that’s what
starring on defense as well.
This season, Clark will spend most we’re going to call." he said.
of his time on a defensive unit that GraGruneisen is a man who Wiese% in
ndson said has impressed him so far.
sacrificing and working hard, as proven
"We’re going out there with some
by his long career in both the profesplayers that can really mix it up and play
sional and collegiate ranks.
the game aggressively.’ Gruneisen said.
"We have sonic guys that really care
In order to do well this year’s Sparabout the game.’
tan defense must reflect his mental attiThis season. the Spartan defensive tude .ind philosophs of the game ,4 In
plan is to go after the opposition aggres- ball
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Just bring in any size color print film for quality developing
and printing by Kodak. Order one set of prints at the regular
price, and you’ll gala second set free to share with friends.

By I.en Gutman
Daily staff writer
Getting to Spartan football gamesl
will be easier this season thanks to the
Santa Clara County Transportation
Agency, which launches its new shuttle service to home games Saturday,
when the Spartans take on Oregon.
The special bus service will be
available for all Spartan home games
and will be offered at a discount price.
’Ilte shuttle fee will be 60 cents
for transportation to the game and free
on the way back, with shuttles leaving
immediatly after the games. The normal price for the trip to Spartan Stadium and back is $1.20.
"It’s something we’ve decided to
do to support Spartan football." said
Michelle Waugh, the transit agency’s
public communications specialist.
The shuttle will be available to
anyone leaving the games, not just to
those who rode the shuttle to the
games. Waugh said.
"We felt that the full fare might

be too much," Waugh explained
"We wanted to make it economical
and more attractive to students."
The shuttle will start at the corner
of Fourth and San Fernando Streets
and turn on San Carlos heading toward
10th Street. It will then turn on 10th
before looping back to Seventh Street
via Reed, dropping passengers off on
the Seventh Street side of Spartan Stadium.
"We’ve changed the route so that
we will be passing close by the dorms.
fraternities and sororities, so it will be
more convenient," Waugh said.
The idea of having a shuttle bus
service to football games CalTIC about
when the problem of student transportation to the games was brought to the
attention of new SJSU assistant Athletic Director Tom MoRann.
"We immediately started looking
into alternatives." MeRann said. "It’s
always been sort of the students on
their own to get to the game."
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hold up this year

he able to onset some of the possible
problems using his superior strength and
ability.
"John has become a great lechniclan," Rasnick said
Aimonetti, hosseser, said his knee
bend is getting better es cry day.
’ I’m getting back in the groove of
playing consistent I y ’ he said.
And by playing more consistently,
he said his confidence is also improving.
"The injury has made me more
committed. Aimonetti said. "All your
work can go down in one play.
"My goals this year are to play the
hest I can, and lead my team to an 11-0
season," Aimoneff i said. "If I have a
good season. I’ll get drafted and get a
good shot (at making the pros). and I’ll
make the most of it.
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Bloom County

Yesterdaily
Campus
Despite allegations that some fraternities might not he
obeying the dry rush guidelines, rush chairmen from seven
SJSU fraternities said they thought the effort a success.
The Santa Clara County District Attorney’s office will not
press charges against Jeffrey Todd Macey, who was under investigation for weapons possession on campus.
The doomed trees of Pasco De San Antonio were the subled of a protest by SJSU students and faculty Tuesday. The
Downtown Redevelopment Agency wants to remove all the
tress to allow for new construction.
For the first time since the Associated Students Program
Hoard was established in 1975, a profit is expected from conevents
planned for the year.
cert
Qualified students can receive up to $8,(00 in loan assumption benefits from the state on the condition that they enter
the public teaching profession.

The $9,158) in custodial fees the Associated Students paid
to the university last year has doubled and is expected to double
again within a period of three years, A.S. President Toni
Boothe said.
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Improved coordination efforts by the ’86 Homecoming
Committee, as well as the addition of people with organi7ing
skills and experience, has allowed plans for Homecoming to
progress smoothly. This is in spite of the fact that sponsorships
have yet to be secured.
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The new engineering building is scheduled in he ready for
use by fall 1988, SJSU officials said. The project is the largest
currently in the California State University system, with a budget of $30 million.

The Real World

Manuel Ruiz
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Open University will remain open, despite a $2 million
systemwide budget cut to the program that must be recaptured
by individual (’SU campuses.

4.16 ’,tory VOU’RE
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Spartaguide
Dry Toast

Peter Stein

Career Planning and Placement will have an orientation
for computerized interview request procedures from 12:30 to 2
p.m. today in the Student Union Almaden Room. Clarification
of procedures for requesting on-campus interviews will be discussed. For more information call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.

School Daze

Wanda Folk

WELCOME ’to THE 1st APATHY CLUO
MEETING! 00ft FIRST BOER of’
BUSINESS WILL BE TO ELECT cLub
orricERS How Does THAT sooND?

Psi Chi will be having a bake sale today from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. outside the Student Union. For more information call Stephanie Hinz at 267-8469.

ADULT (XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE’ Call 255-0724 (rscirdIng)
I. gel your copy, 24 It,; FREE
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car $2950 best offer 734-9110
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Full (40) earnings per week equal
cause of our intensive on Me lob
training program Good Math and
reading skills are a plus Song
evening rict weekend positions
are ...liable and sone flexibility
I. allowed during final ...ma In
pickfttlon. if you qualify. corporal*
sholarships are ...rd.’. Internships ere possible. and you may
isern 2.3.4 credits per quarter or
...nester During your Ninaa
spring and especlelly summer
breaks. full In,. work Is evellable
Call today for information and an

DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
ISM MS-DOS CP PA Al TOS

Interview or call Monday through

Po,1ebles-OSBORN-TRS40,
formats
Word

Pro-

wess -Mao
TV..
Prompt Service PU a 0611.8.Seine
Dots
Creeti.
Ices

PARTS FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ Notional
Ian
preparing
for

$370 No es penence 0 needed be-

73 CAPRI. 2600 automatic. air. well
mini. grst student car $950.
947-0221, too.. Isve message

Over 500 Desk
$1400 a disk

Flex

hos eves
weekends Varied duties In retail
credit oftice Call
at 296-

AUTOMOTIVE

71

ASST.,

(404)066-60130

FOR SALE

Friday between 17 noon and 4prn
(406) 275-9885 11 the line is busy.
pleas* be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company’
employoa
PART
TIME
STUDENT
want.] for Spinet) Shops Cater
ing
Protessiosi attitude rft
oared Experienced
it nor ns
@awry Contact Jack or Karen at
277-3163

FUTONS" Quality cotton products
CrItete your own living & sleeping
space with our tutons, plitows
end Nimes Custom Futons & P11.
lows Plus, 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center (.1 Sar.toga & Campbell
An.; I, Son Jose. 376 5646 l011
diecount on Futons well this ad
ONLY ONE model and 5170
1231 Of We, but you can own a
new 12 -speed to, less than 585
MHC Bicycle WI. otters low-

I SELL

RECREATION

(FADERS

NEEDED

After shoot progrem in Santa
Clara. M4 3 00.6 30 pm 55 67 Iv .
asp
w children required
Call
Julie tor into 9843257

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal
I BROUG47VF 71-01165 72 KEEP
FUSY! BOOK, SUN-7AN
ON, A VOUErE3Ati,
FRis BEE, A ROC,
A BEACH-BAU:,
A SAND CAsTLE

"Hey Dad! Remember how you said you
always wanted a convertible?!!"

KET

call 243-8900
STUDENT UNION JOBS’ Apply 000 10

cost trenaportation nes. for the
$tudent 30 day patentee All
Woe final Call Days 942-7736.

IS Student Unlon Dirstors Office All tobs Btert et 55 per It,
Audio-v..1 Ifichnicion.

Evifti. 293-4760 A. for Jo.

nano.

assistent.

bookkeeping.

clerksi
full (5145)
MOVING QUEEN ($165)
(both tinu.d) Dist. 417s. 6
PC bdrrn set 1255.00110. table sal
$45, bunkbeds $185 All 0101 or

ad

better Call Grog 01 292-8424
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES? Borrow thorn from us’ Real Gatti.
MotivatIonel, Sales & Business

S J CIVIC LIGHT OPERA seeks maivoted. wilco.a pspie for PT
season ticket sales by alone
$ SoHigh ..rang polentlei
00509’ Immediate openings days
Near SJSU Call 297-0110
for interview
01 000

home-study courses Hundreds
to choose from, We’ll oleo accept
airy used courses for credit to-

TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We ere looking for a es
outspoken people to soli air liner
good
This posItIon requires

ward the annual fee UNLIMITED
borrowing The Winisr I itstary
M00)624-2222 132

voice and strong desire to make
money Call Mrs Green at 317-

19410 SUZUKI G51150G Fining. trunk,
looks & rus good Call 386.7399
111300W

HELP WANTED

36401
TELEPHONE

SAL ES-pert

time

Sell

oftbscrIplions to Me Mercury News Guaranteed SA 501,, ptus
commla.lon Shifts 9APA-IPM or
plus
4 300M-11 30PM, Mon -Fri
Set Cell today (400)963-1601

AUTO II TRUCK RENTAL utillry per
eon Good driving record. heckle
hours. greet p1(01 55.hr Mon.
601111 Rentals, 1717 N 1.1 SI , San

Jew
ONIUITPAY & HRS

HOGSIPCI FARING HELP WANTED"
hrs
Weekly or biweekly for 2 1
$2000 Can Gall at 287-1435
HOUSEKEEPING (PT) HELP-Femal
Shetlent to clean homes Iran.)
9211, bonus
furnished 1.5.hr
for perfect attendance 279-3396
LOOKING

FOR

PART

TELEPHONE SALES-56410 hr
wknds Lawn wation and ferft.
llsetlon Creel customer list.
Green Thumb Lawn Service 2490556

Neer Campus, $6$11116. , 3 flier" SJSU Annual
Fund Cell 277-9206

TIME

work,

runs, shopppings, rod !

We call

THE RESIDENCE INN CORP Ti,. n.lion. loading all-sufte hotel cornpeny has Immediate open... for

poofrr

lila 10116w1n9 MelltIons
AUDITOR This Nallme position
otters scene. S.M. end corn
p.a.; salary I ipm Tem shlfr
32-94ur week Previous hotel ex
perkinas pre(ered. not se.sary
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP V.,1.4 shifts (40-hour week) *04 ver
WI dale. ( yelet dellvery, airport

SERVICES

this our

chaufter-gopher posttion Applicant must be 18 yews
of age and have escellent drIving
record FRONT DESK CLERK
Competitive salary, eceilent ben.
*Ms. and gsaracir growth poor
hmity Full-or part-time positlons
(7am-3pm or 3 pint1prn shifts
available) Previous hotel expert
once preferred Applicants must
have excellent communication
skills, an aptitude for flour.. the
ability to work independently. and
Me desire lo work with the public
Apply in person only for all of the
above rnwtioned positions The
Residence inn.
1080 Stewart
Drive, Sunny.., Co 94066
WAITRESS

NAGASAKI RESTAURANT Specializing in Japanese
cuisine We are now hiring tor
lunch Wits Contact V.10 0? Jim
.1 291.6153

HOUSING
ties and houskeepIng service
Reason.bln rates -shared or sin.
gle available Walking distance to
San Jose Stet. Office 72 N 5th
ST. 996-0234
LOS GTOS HOME to shag Beautl
fully furnished, qui., co-ed envirim Call
ronment W d $350
3562718
Male. nonsmoker, student, to shore 4 bdrrn
1 4 utls Good
house. $250
neighborhood, pool. 15 nen from

ROOMMATE

WANTED

SJSU Call 270-4016

PERSONAL
ARNOLD Ku GOOD LUCK wrestling
this seas." U.S. II your best’ I
love you lots. RW
WANTED to

FEMAI E COMPANION
live with sincere
men

IS THT DESIGN pro..

FE a

due & you he0, no resources for
Idea. or whet to build, Sift Els
Ironic. is committed to otlering
low cost electronic (component)
computer information needs for
the studwi Call Deys 942-7738.
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will coo 10100011 SJSU ...lent 10, 30 min,
Wes FREE Practice limited to all

Thick Crust

Eric Kieninger

AT EIGHT OCLotK , THE
MORNING ’PREP CgEMJ
CO/N’3 IN

HELLO

aspects of immigratiw and no.Office locals
relizatIon its
wtthin 10 minan horn campus

HELLO ROW

HELLO
I’D LIKE You
&OS TO GET 5TARTE0
okjiTIA THE
STAN

handicapped

Plea. call Brian at 298-

FUI PHI GAMMA DEL TA. No mailer
how you look Cl II, RUSH this
week
GIRL FROM IDAHO WE MET Tuesday
In Duncan Can we me. again,
How about Wedneidey or Thursday 9 30 at founts., ’Guy from
All Cheer

luncfl and I earn; Israeli
dancing. holiday celebrellons
For InfOrrnation cell Hillei al 294’
9311

"0,11141.

REMOVAL

rftA’t4

confidwt1.1 ...digs. evenings
& Watley Sunnyvale Elstroly
sis Center. Koll 130.10164 Park at

Classified

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writers. scholars, and public official.
Specielizing in hiatoticel. p0101 cal. blOgraphIcal lopNs Student
discounts sellable For free into.
write CL O. 6003-8 Motors Lana.
Columbia, MD 21045

ended

In thesis. term papers.
group protects. gieumos. manu.
scripts & letters Locate.) In North
Son Jose. only mlnuta from Campos Call P J at 923-2309

TYPING
AARDVARKS DON T TYPE. but I do,
Thews, dis.rlations, reports
Eight page minimum. els mOnthe
tree disk stor.ge On-line word
processing. ask for Joye et 2641029

RAABE S WORD PROCESSING Have
Lob will process Experienced in
the.. manusripis, papers resumes.
professional
bsk-up
work Reason..o rates located
conveniently

Call Barb. at 926-

4370

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Experienced. professional word pro
reMess.
papers.
ceasing
sumes, office overf Mw.

Student pa
BECK SECRETARIAL
pers. resumes busts. typing
needs. wOrd processing Willow

Student Discounts
Canonised work Only 10 min
utes from campus Words and

TERESA

newsletters

more (P.m..) 923-7010
ACACCURATE,
ABSOLUTELY,
COUNTABLE for telephone. that
toots typing that’s tops try
Tony
double
*Seed
Thanks

296-7087

St 50 per page
spaced All work guar
Trust Tony 296-2087

PROFESSIONAL
AND
ACADEMIC
word processing P J ’ word processing offers quality guaranteed
work at competitive rates Sped -

Glen area Call 11.11267-6234
HILL SANTA
BLOSSOM
AREA Fast eccurate typing end
word prsessIng sollebM wen
days a week t Wiled pkk-up &
delivery 365-1012
CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Reports,
processing
word
theses. ass...ions, group projects. resumes Guarenterid quick
return Per page end hourly rags
Transcription available AlmedenBranham arse Free di.k storage
Prot steno typing service (408)
284-4504
EDITING WORD

.48 F mph.. on correct punctuation wntence structure. and
formatting (Turablan. APA. etc)
Former English newt highly de
penciade Willow. Glen Area. easy
Monon
Call
Mrs
to Matte
11010 BAM 8PM at 7669440
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers. research papers.

766-

through

unique

program

Call

of Foreign Language. al

277-2576
MATTSIN" WELCOME RACK

0 00

other sernsester Hope to se.
round. Cheryl Mend SOS
NATIONAL GAY -01 coast-, club IS .
men end women Confident...*
Send SASE to MGCC. P 0
287111-K, Sen Jose. Ca

95159
THE CHOICE OF A NEW generation
SIGMA Al PHA MU" We are fun
1011109. worgetk house looking
for pledges and Mlle sisters ready
for the excitement or growing
Cane and ewe what
We re about .t5675 0th St or Call
rraternity
279-9397
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Center Sunday-( utheren 10 45 am
Catholic 400 and 6 00 pin Meese
can Campus Ministry at 7960204
for worship counseling proof...es
Rev
and study opportunities
Nate. Shiree,Fr Rob I eget So,
her.

grammar

punch...on

pendable service at AFFORDA
Eft f RATES. Free disk storage
Pam, 247.2681 (Santa Clarel ase

ENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers, theses. resumes. Mawr glans, etc for students and tee say We also do rape transcription and bookkeeping Fre. doll
storage Call 245-1769

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY 101 your
personal legal business, word
processing needs Term seers
reports, resumes. cover letters,
All

dissertations,

academic

formals

newels
APA

Rs

Call 785-9448
PROFESENTERPRISE
SIONS typing & 00.1016. sIt-nina Fall. reason.., & tO., um
versity Call (401117924047

REPORT PAPERS Word
proc.aing 00,11. atter,tion to
Stall $2.9 for students. $3 pg
rot prof.alonals Resumes 110

THESES

Save your work on the IBM PC for
later us Grammar, punctustIon.
& spelling checked primed
in
pubhcation.
quakty
Erickson
Word Processing 377-5293

loge ores. call Joan of 741-58410

sional word proc.sing papers.
theses resumes Speciallat in
technical.
sawlike
protects
$1 75-$3 page Gil Vicki at 2813058 IBM area
CUM IT.

TYPING SERVICE

for

mu

your typing sects Student rates
ranging from SI 10 61 75 wr peg.

and

SUCCESS

PROFESSIONAI TYPIST -term papers.
theses. etc
Accurate. prompt.
$2 25 dbi spac pr page Sara-

PUT YOUR WORDS In their best pal spools.
Experienced profes-

COVERL ETTERS.

business correspondence Assistance with vocabulery, sentence
structure and form 4 wasted

THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed fast, 1.10. help, Tenn pa

spelling assistance Reasonable
rates Call Mercle at 2944147
(work Neve message! or 925-b 274
before lc pm

EXCEL

on mocha.
RESUMES.

NEED

es’s. manuscripts (books. itru
cies. short stork. iranscription
Fr. SPEt CHFK, minor sat 111,0

turnaround 746-5825

Mak storage
tor 30 days CaN (4011) 946-4967
Ask tor Amend. or leave message

SJSU Fell 86 Directory or Clews.
for redltional coupon sayings

pers. leas. reports. theses. research papers
fast snd prof..
&madly’
FREE
grammar
&

questa...proof, disc store. Stu
Oulcir
denl faculty
discounts

Orrick lumerOund

assistance All work guaranteed
Professional. confidential and de-

theses & dissnallons (Campbell,
Turabian. SPA 3rd .4 1. sreenplays resumes cover & rollow-up

theses,
PROCESSING

Swing

TYPING DONE

REASONABLE rates

Cali P.M .1 746-5433
ZEE 5 TYPING and Secret...I Week.. Fest, accurstl work eweAble wren days a wee* Located
In IS. Blossom Hill Sent. Teresa
area I inftted pick up and deliv
ery Call 385-1012
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LEARN A l ANGUAGE at your pace
Are you an Independent wog.,
seelaIng neximum ftexibility In
Earn units
We,
busy
your

Joan

SURE
Do

for
0.0 004 women 59.01.1 nte wIth
faculty or student I D P00.1. &
HAIR

dey

Boo

oyez \too

REALLY ? 1410141 GCOD
THING WE
I NEVER
WoOLD’VE.
VAS HEIM
Ktc__JoL,_viAL )T1; TELL \kt.

YEP

Call Robert Ng .1 (406) 2060400
for an appointment
PERMANENT

HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOC1A
TiON,, Shabbat dinners, para..
Sunday brunches. lecture.. Toes

Dept

MANINAizci,
1100 &err 600Pv
DCX;61-1 ALL

Hwy 101 AN Saltpetre Se (408)
734-3115

AFFORDABLE HOUSING. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished, secure and safe rooms. FREE title

2308

RENT EXCHANGE FOR ASSISTING
disabled student with personal
care and housework Mon ihru
Fri I) am to 10 15 am Will Irsin

TO ME

ttocSaill’ biLICIAM’S ISLAND)
ant oN TV. ABOUT SOLO
YEAH I
LET’S
GO
CAN’T MISS
THAT!
51
-r-

Classified
Togo’s at 900 PP First St is hiring
for day time position. Please call
267-4570 or inquire within

130EaarTMATTla

ELSE To Do!

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance will have a get acquainted
meeting at 4:30 p.m. today in the Student Union Almaden
Room. For more information call Steve Stein at 293-4630.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DON’T C
LOWHAATSIPJA00 00114

SOUNDS MM.
I GUESS
CE=1
TINT’S nvonot
F WE GOT
nioTwor
A woo too

The African Greek Letter Council will have an all black
sorority and fraternity orientation meeting at 7 p.m. today in
the Student Union music listening room. For more information
call Latressa Alford at 277-2807.
Planning and Placement is holding tours of the Career Resource
Center at 1:30 p.m. today and tomorrow in the business classrooms, room 13. For more information call Cheryl Allmen at
277-2272.

Career Planning and Placement will have a resume
workshop 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden
Room. For more information call Cheryl Allmen at 277-7777
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Tax reformer Gann fails to show at SJSU forum
Proposition 61 author skips hearing because of time constraints
GANN, from page I

Jill Center, left, manager f the Electronics Education Foundation, and SJSI I President CAI Fullerton

Kenneth K Lam -- Daily staff photographer
take a break during the public hearing on the Gann
initiative. They both oppose Proposition 61.

Karl hoer. dean of the College of Engineering at the University. of California at Berkeley stressed the importance of
high-technology industries and engineering manpower to the
survival of Calitnrnia’s econom%
Engineering faculty in the lit system is in a special salary
category which enables the universities to recruit from an academically competitive market place. Pister said.
"If the Gunn initiative were to heCOMO law, the result
Pister said,
would Ix. devastating for engineering at Berkeley
estimating that it would affect 76 percent ot his department’s
facult
" I he best and brightest, the lifeblood of a great university. would quickly be recruited by institutions outside California and M sluttish)... he said.
Vista told Alquist that without qualified educators the univeisity s) stem "will go straight down the tubes."
Robert Stephens, director ol Iosis I Ward Control for the
state Department 1)1 Health Services. said he fears that public
safety would be compromised with the initiative’s passage.
Because his department would soon he depleted, Stephens
said he would recommend that its functions be transferred to
the federal government.
State programs endangered would include those which
analyN drinking water, waste hatards, pesticides. food containment viii hirth defects in the state, as well as human exposure to toxic wink environments. he said.
Vasvoneellos said those affected by Gann’s initiative are
the top scientists and professionals in speviali/ed fields. Without them the stale would have to end many programs recently
initiated in the public health fields, he said.
Costs 10 enforce the initiato e far outweigh the savings.
according to link \ hfwell, new, director for Californians tor
mem
QualiR
esti
VI, Do Ok
said the legislame salaries amount to
million. but the initiatiie would cost the state $7
mated ’s

’Proposition
61 could
make
California a
second-rate
state.’
Gov. George
Deukmejian

billion to pay accumulated sick leave and compensation benefits.
absolutely bogus," Costa said.
The 57 billion figure
"It’s not based urn any real stir figures.
Met
said he had no estimate of the number of people that would he iinected.
Gov George I kukinenan opposes the proposition, because he said it will not reduce. ’he giw eminent or save taxpayers any money
"Proposition hl could make C.dilornia a second-rate
state, the governor said in a written statement on the Gann
initiatisC

State pay
proposal
examined

El

Ros
resi

Perfur
promr

PROPOSITION, from page I
Eventually, the state will lose
money instead of saving, because the
loss of these people will cause ’Flak
cicncy in state programs. Harris said.
Gann’s failure to appear at the hear
ing shouldn’t be construed as fear of lac
ing opposition leaders, his assistant Ted
Costa said in a telephone interview.
lhe major provisions of the initia
five. outlined in an analysis issued by the
state Senate Office of Research, include:
Increasing the governor’s salar%
fmns444,11, 100 to Sff0,000 annually:
Increasing the salaries of state
constitutional officers, including the
lieutenant governor’s salary from $42.
500 to $52,000 annually:
I iuniting the compensation of all
other public officials, including those
contracting through the state, to no more
than 80 percent of the governor’s salary.
or 564.000:
Making future increases in the
salary and compensation of all public of
ficials answerable to a vote of the people.
Prohibiting state employees from
accumulating sick leave and vacation
time from fine calendar year to the next:
Limiting total compensation of
any one employee from exceeding the
NO-percent guideline, including pension
benefits and income from multiple positions held
Proponents of the initiative claim
that it will save the state $1 25 million annually, said consultant ’timothy A. Hodson, author of the senate analysis.
According to Gum’s assistant.
Costa. the public also will benefit because the people will gain control over
their elected and appointed officials b%
dictating their income.
In addition, loopholes that many:
public employees take advantage of will
be closed, putting an end to abuses of administrative leave time and to the exorbitant pensions that some former employees are drawing upon. Costa said.
Gann’s opponents claim there are
flaws in almost every aspect of his initiative.
In its analysis, the senate idenui .
and detailed what it referred to as 4
"major drafting problems" with the text
of the initiative, as well as problems that
caused confusion and contradictions in
its context.
Hudson expounded upon these
problenis during an informational hear
ing held on campus yesterday.
In summary, they are:
The use of many ambiguous and
undefined terms in the text that raise se
nous questions about the intent. applica
tion and interpretation of the initiative’s
pros mons;
the drafting of provisions that
appear to be in conflict with those es
mg in the federal and state constitutii,r
Inconsistent use of terms, and
methods of constructiim:
Omission of language directing
how provisions are to be implemented;
The failure to address substantive
problems in the public employee retirement system that might prevent the ini
tiative from achieving its goals:
Employing methods of price control that could ultimately cost taxpayers
they would save:
than
more
Shifting local privileges to the au
thorny of the state, which would actuall%
limit public control of public salaries.
Opposition arguments presented at
yesterday’s hearing centered on aspects
of one or more of these problems.
The problems of definition are SO
serious that suits against the initiative
would be inevitable. Sen. Jim Ellis, R
San Diego. said at the heanng.
"If it were to pass. I think the parties would sue, seeking an injunction
until it was decided in the courts." he
said.
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Only Lowenbrau is brewed in the world’s great beer drinking countries. Brewed in Munich, in England, Sweden,
Canada, Japan, and here in America. Only Lowenbrau, by
license and authority, must use Bavarian Hallertau hops
and be checked for flavor and quality by the brewmasters
of Lowenbrau, Munich. Only Lowenbrau gives you 600
years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth American beer.
THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOINENBRAU.
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Willow Glen offers peaceful alternative
By Frank Michael Russell
Willow Glen seems a bit out of place in
fast -paced Santa Clara County.
The neighborhood’s straightforward shops
and galleries, its simple red banners hanging
from Lincoln Avenue street posts and its aura of
calm urban confidence are nothing like the suburban pretentiousness of downtown Los Gatos
or Palo Alto or the consumer frenzy of Oakndgc
Mall or Vallco Fashion Park.
Suburban pretentiousness and consumer
the
frenzy can be fun, but two establishments
Willow Glen Taller bookstore, 1318 I.incoln
Resthe
Taiwan
Ave.. and a few doors down,
taurant. 1306 I ineolii Ave. - clsture the laid -

Entertainer
1 he Entertainer supplement is an arts/entertainment
guide that appears each Thursday in the Spartan Daily.
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The San Jose Municipal
Rose Garden’s two-tiered fountain captivates two park visitors.

back but sophisticated mood that makes Willow
Glen different from the rest of the valley.
The Taiwan Restaurant does everything a
good Asian eatery should. It serves quality food
quickly, at an affordable price in a good atmosphere.
Dinner was served promptly and courteously perhaps a bit too formally for such an
otherwise friendly restaurant. Portion sizes were
more than adequate and.the food was good.
The atmosphere is, well, close. Customers
are seated close together, either at a long table in
the middle of the restaurant or at booths to the
side. Claustmphobics might feet uncomfortable.

A basic dinner for two is about SI I; specialties cost more.
A few doors to the south is the Willow Glen
Tatler, a bookstore and cafe co-owned by SJSU
Italian Prof. Sebastian Cassarino and his wife
Nadine.
The bookstore is well -lighted, with an excellent selection of newer fiction and classic literature in both English and other languages.
Joanne O’Loughlin, one of the co-owners,
said the Tatler tries to emphasize service and is

willing to make special orders for its customers.
The Tatler presents music or other live entertainment on Fridays and Saturdays at 7:30
p.m. Recent offerings have included storytelling. classical guitar and European and Irish folk
music. O’Loughlin said.
Willow Glen is an often overlooked area of
the city. If establishments like the Taiwan Restaurant and the Willow Glen Taller are typical of
the neighborhood’s offerings, it’s a shame Willow Glen goes unnoticed.
The area combines city sophistication with
small-town cordiality it’s well worth exploring.

Redevelopment potholes mar city
you sk ho dossinown on the
nein
Aslight -rail system you stop at an art museum.
then the opera, then a late night French
cafe. You gorge yourself on culture.
However, at this time, culture gorging is not
common practice in San Jose. Downtown redevelopment, specifically the light-rail system, has met
boulders in its path.
The new construction waits. Everybody is
waiting
waiting for our city to grow up.
Can San Jose compete with
City?"
More importantly, should it?
San Francisco is beautiful, while parts of San
Jose look more like a war zone than a mecca for the
arts.
But San Francisco has never had a monopoly
on entertainment. San Joscans only need to look in
their own backyards.
Our parks are still intact. New clubs, dance
places and restaurants have opened up and the old
favorites are still around.
We don’t have to wait for culture to happen.
Entertainment isn’t born at a ribbon cutting.

Youths’ hunger
leads to adventure
By Frank Michael Russell
It was late Sunday night. three
San Jose youths were desperate for
fun.
So it was into a powerful. green
’67 Mustang and off to that center of
cool: Tower Records.
In a county that generally goes to
sleep by 10 p.m.. Tower Records,
1900 S. Bascom Ave., Campbell, is
an oasis for those with a late-night
urge to spend lots of money.
Open 9 a.m, to midnight. 365
days a year, with an extensive selection of music, ’tower is, of course,
a place to see and be seen.
Record sales are a secondary
function at this capital of youth culture for metropolitan San Josc.
One cannot remain long in the
store, however, without dropping far
too much money.
Luckily, we were getting hungry
and the streets were calling.
17owntown los Gatos is to some
the most hop place on earth, but on
this Sunday night there was not an
open coffeehouse to be found.
Blossom Hill Road was no better, although as it climbs through the
hills above I ais Gatos, the view of the
valley is one of the hest around.
This is the real San Jose the
orange city lights. miles of suburban
streets and shopping centers. a bank
on every corner.

but otherwise the crowded feeling adds to the atmosphere.

Our city leaders envision downtown as the focal point of some grand
24-hour city. But when San Joseans
crave all-night excitement, one suspects it always has and always will
come to this.
Denny’s.
The Denny’s at 1390 S. First St.
is a particularly socio-plastic experience.
We were greeted at the door
no kidding by a man wearing half a
shirt and an earring in his nght nipple.
I .uck ily, he wasn’t part of the staff
The eclectic clientele, however,
serves its purpose, reminding us that
San Jose is not just a community of
yuppie engineers driving to and from
Brie and mineral water parties. It’s a
real city with real people.
The overworked waitresses do
their best and the food is adequate.
Denny’s coffee and tea arc not
gourmet fare, hut they do the job,
keeping customers awake for late night adventures.
After splurging at Tower, we
could only afford dessert.
Decadent hot -fudge cake, strawberry pound cake with ice cream antl
Sprite delight orange sherbet and
crushed strawberries in a soda glass,
with Sprite on the side each cost
less than 52.
Happy and satisfied, we learned
that San Jose is indeed a 24 -hour city.

Shelly
O’Day

Rig wigs saying. "All the buildings are finished." doesn’t mean "Presto! It’s time for culture
to begin!"
New buildings don’t make for good fun. It’s
the small guy who enjoys an afternoon in a quiet
park or a night in a noisy jazz bar.
Art is not necessarily a crazy artist working on
mad dreams. Art can be "Mr. Tie-and-Suit" or

ft’s
Art
Dcrrrnt
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"Ms. Nine-to-I.ise.’’ A sandwich Shop, a photo
studio or a dance company can all contain artistic
culture.
It is generally agreed that, at the moment, we
are living in a pothole. Beauty is tucked away but
there are things to do.
There are often free concerts in the SJSU amphitheater and fountain area and art shows in the
Student Union.
Theater groups provide entertainment, but
they often perform to empty opening-night houses
Movie houses are often only half filled.
Before you complain about the lack of culture,
take a look around. Don’t throw stones on the already enormous rubble pile downtown, instead
check to sec if you are participating in what the city
offers.
Tacked across construction are bitmers that
say "San Jose is growing up!" These buildings are
barricaded with high fences. ‘The innards of these
fortresses show promise. But don’t wait culture’s all around if you only take the time to look.
Shelly O’Day is editor of the Entertainer.
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Pleasure fair takes visitors back in time
The 20th Annual Renaissance
Measure Fame, which will be open
every weekend until Sept. 21. is a festival which imitates the Harvest time
celebration of 16th Century England.
Festivities include processions,
plays, dances, crafts and food.
Each afternoon all p.m., a Har-

vest Queen is chosen. Then, a woman
dressed as Queen F.Iirabeth strolls
through the park with 40 noblemen in
tow. Her entourage also includes a
man dressed as William Shakespeare,
another dressed as Sir Francis Drake
and another as Sir Walter Raleigh.
English foods such as Cornish

pastries and tea and scones arc served.
Horns, harps, bagpipes and other
16th century instruments play Irish
and Scottish music of the period.
There are also activities for children. Through demonstration, children can learn to make English peasant crafts.
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SJSU Choraliers
Pie shop seems an old friend visit Aussie land
Dining

By E.C. Wallet-A
Returning to a Mane Callender’s Pic Shop after an interlude of
several years is like a reunion with a
special friend.
One feels so comfortable that
the time apart dissolves instantly
and the chatting begins again as if it
were conversation left from only
yesterday.
There are a few superficial
changes. The decor is no longer that
of a cute. co7y but plastic coffee
shop; it’s become more of a country-French cafe, with cottage-print
curtains and potted plants.
As a further sign of its increased worldliness, the menu reflects a willingness to take chances.
In addition to the familiar
soups with cornbread or croissant
($2.95), pot pies with small salad or
soup (S.5.251 and Frisco burgers,
nouvelle items are now on the
menu.
New selections include Pasta
Alla Carbonara - bacon and sau-

sage in a creamy wine sauce with
mushrooms, olives, tomatoes,
herbs and cheese on fresh linguini
155.95) and Chicken Callendini
a boneless, skinless breast of
chicken in sour cream and mushroom sauce, topped with Cheddar
cheese ($8.50).
Hut the theme of this visit is rediscovery, and it is reassuring to
find that the classic vegetable soup
remains its healthful, dependable
self.
The 7ucchini, green beans and
carrots still have their fresh-picked
crunchiness and the broth still has
its simple yet effective seasoning.
The cornbread, too, is still sweet
and its texture compact and cakelike.
The chicken tostada salad is an
excellent item for those who are not
ravenous. The fresh lettuce, avocado, olives. boiled egg. refried
beans, mushrooms, tomato, cheeses
and bite -sired chunks of chicken

blend well, yet retain their own flavors and textures. However, the
salsa served is bland; its seasoning
could be more adventurous.
Ironically, in a restaurant
known for its pastry. the flour tortilla is greasy.
The crust on the cherry pie ala-mode, however, was fine. The
cherries inside are plump and the
vanilla ice cream is the perfect complement to the tartness of the fruit.
The William Wycliff house
wines ($1.25 a glass, and $2.75 a
half-carafe) are more than adequate
much better than those of some
area restaurants which are more expensive and more self-conscious.
Service could not have been
better. The hostess, waitress and
busboy were courteous, knowledgeable and unobtrusive.
A return visit to a Marie Callender Pic Shop should fit quite
agreeably with any student’s palate,
schedule and budget.

Hy Sue Kiyabu
The shrimps on the barbie, the
white sand beaches, the koala bears
and, of course, tanned, handsome
people calling you "mate" all make
for a glorious Aussie ’oliday, according to the TV ads.
Choral music may not be in the
commercials, but it was the reason 24
SJSU students visited the land Down
Under this summer.
The Choraliers, a small chamber
choir, performed classical and ja7m
concerts for two weeks in June.
The group completed its tour of
Australia and performed for a few
days in Fiji before moving on to Hawaii, said the president of the Chorehers. Gail Golden-Hirdsong, a senior
in music at SJSU.
In addition to the Choraliers, six
other "groupies" went along to give
support to the singers who came at the
invitation of the Australian Choral Society.
Dr. Charlene Archibequc, director of the group, was the key in the
group’s trip to Australia.
One of her former students be-

Entertainment Briefly

TWO MACHINES
IN ONE: ’60"

Rambo rambles to Afghanistan
Sylvester
1.0S ANGELES
Stallone says that "Rambo" will next
appear in Afghanistan on a rescue
mission to free his former commanding officer from his Communist captors.
Stallone, currently working on
"Over the ’lop," said he will do the
new "Rambo" mosie in the fall for
release July 4.

Cosby acquired the rights to
Nancy Harrison’s authorind biography of Mandela, "Mother of a Nation," after 18 months of negotiations, said a William Morris agency
spokesman.

Farrah’s role

Farrah Faw1.05 ANGELES
cett, currently drawing critical raves
for her performance in the feature film
Mandela film?
"Extremities." will play heiress Barbara Hutton in the NBC miniseries
1.0S ANGF.I.ES Film and
stage rights to the life story of Winnic "Poor little Rich Girl."
Mandel.. wife of imprisoned South
The series will tell the story of
African anti-apartheid leader Nelson
Mandela. have been acquired by pro- Hutton, who inherited $50 million at
of the Depression but later
height
the
ducer Camille Cosby, wife of comedied penniless in aims 1 floCICS hOlCi.
dian Bill Cosby.

Sisterspint, 1040 Park Ave.,
San Jose. will present a talk on
"Women in Fl Salvador," tomorrow at 9 p.m. Call 293-9372 for information.
Roy Gilligan will autograph
his new mystery novel "Chinese
Restaurants Never Serve Break last" on Saturday from I to 3 p.m.
at The Booksellers, 2120 Vallco
Eashion Park, Cupertino. Call 2555440 for information.
"What Is Love, What Is Sex
and Who Said So." a presentation
by Stan Dale, radio personality and
sexologist, will be held at 7 p.m..
Monday at the Phoenix Bookshop
Cafe, 325 S. First St., San Jose.
Call 947-1606 for more information.

Ken Stabler will sign his new
autobiography "Snake" at Books,
Inc., 420 Town and Country, San
Jose, at 6 p.m. on Monday. For
more information call 243-6262.

Art
Katherine Barak will present
an art exhibit in the Student Union
Gallery through Sept. 26. Call 2773221 for more information.
Transparent Motives: Glass
on a Large Scale runs Saturday
through Nov. 2 at the San Jose Museum of Art. Call 294-2787 for information.
The Triton Museum of Art.
1505 Warburton Ave., Santa Clara.
presents Yoshio Taylor: Figurative Sculpture through Oct. 12.

BASIC Computer.

PORTABLE SCIENTIFIC COMPUTER
DUAL KEYBOARD, WITH TEXT
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Paramount tops
LOS ANGELES - Paramount
Pictures, flying high with "Top
Gun," has dominated the summer box
office. In the Memorial Day to Labor
Day period, Paramount grabbed 21
percent of all business, according to
!Jelly Variety.
Paramount’s biggest seller was
"Top Gun," the highest grossing
movie of the year with more than
$1 18 million so far in ticket sales for
the film about a Naval aviator.
Columbia is a distant second
with 12 percent of the box office business.
Entertainment Briefly is compiled from Spartan Daily wire services.

longs to the Australian
and has corresponded with ARAMs:que for the past two years. The student arranged the symposium with the
Australian Choral Society and
drummed up free room and board the
singers.
Golden -Birdsong said the hosts
went out of their way to plan parties
and places to visit while the group was
in Sydney and Melbourne.
The trip seemed to run very
smoothly after arriving in Australia.
with no loss of luggage, Golden -Birdsong said.
However, there was a bit of difficulty before the trip got off the
ground. A lost airplane ticket forced
one student to spend 24 hours at the
San Francisco International Airport
before joining the rest of the group.
After leaving the land of koalas
and kangaroos, the chamber group
went to Fiji."
While in Hawaii, the group performed with Brown University’s
chamber gmup at the First United
Methodist Church in Honolulu.

Call 247-3754 for information.
"Time in a Bottle," a photography exhibition by Anhthu Vu Lc,
is on display through Sept. 30 at
liwen’s Photo Gallery, 2090 Duane
Ave., Santa Clara. Call 727-3686
for information.

Music
Peter Chase will give a free
concert tildes at noon in the Student
Union Amphitheatre. Call 2772807 for more information
To have an event placed in
Calendar, submit a listing of the
event, time, date, place and
phone number to the Spartan
Daily, I/1111 208. listings must be
received by 5 p.m. Friday of the
week preceding publication.

Ability to use statistical information and scientific
functions in BASIC mode
59 scientific functions, including hexadecimal
19 statistical functions, including linear regression
1486 BASIC program steps
16-character dot-matrix display
Ability to store and recall 18 separate programs
under different labels
26 data memories for storing values in BASIC mode
18 instant BASIC instructions for fast programming
Includes slip-on hardshell cover, application book
and batteries
Optional CE -126 Printer, with Cassette Interface
for storing programs (cassette recorder not included)
6-11/16(W) x 3/8"(H) x 2-27/32"(D)
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East n
By Andy Bird
A slice of the Orient awaits you just a
minutes from downtown San Jose. The :Ivo
Tea House, the newest attraction of Kelley P
offers a dining experience unique to the Sill
Valley.
After a three-year closure, the cafe wee
re -opened and is now managed by the San .,
Parks and Recreation Department. The new
house is open from II a.m. to 4 p.m.. Mor,
through Sunday.
However, first you must find it, which
be a task. The teahouse is well -tucked awai
side the Japanese Friendship Gardens. one of
nicest features id the park.
San Jose’s friendship gardens are mod
after the gardens of the world-famous Korak
Park in Okayama. Japan - San Jose’s sistei
in the Orient. The gardens are an ornate and In
svintiol of the relationship between the two co
I Fey are open to the public from 10 a.m. t
sunset every day, and there’s no admis
charge.
If you come by car and plan to visit nisi
gardens and teahouse, park in the lot across I
San Jose Municipal Stadium, and enter lie
dens lroiit the Senter Road side
According to Japanese custom. those
pass through the entrance gates are purged o
worries .ind ,.ires,if the outside world.
’Hie teahouse is on the other side, hut as
through the gardens is essential to set the In,
As you turn left onto the trail, the Illa/e, ot 1st
and immaculately trimmed Japanese grasses
shrubbery unfold in front of you.
The giant reflection lantern that awaits
visitors weighs three tons, and was a gilt
San Jose’s Japanese sister city. look out on
pond and see the lantern’s image mirrored ak
the water.
If you take the path on the right. inwript
covered stones border the pond It’s Hold
form of Japanese poetry
with a trandatio
English.
Follow the trail to the first bridge and I
a is
for the waterfall. listen to its whisper
that a waterfall represents a wise deitv . and
sound of the rushing water reveals its wisdom
As you cross the bridge and drop down h
next level, the guardian rocks placed on ei
side of the path protect you as you pass
The ponds on the right are patterned alto
Japanese symbol ’ Kokoro’, which means li,
soul and mind.
From here you can see the teahouse.
about now are probably in the mood for lunch
As the teahouse’s name implies, it spe,
17CS in Oriental teas. You can choose green
Chinese oolong. orange pekoe or jasmine. A pi
which serves four people. is SI.50: a single cup
50 cents. With just the four teas, the selection
somewhat limited, but a larger variety of Orii n
and American teas will be added soon.
The plan is to expand the menu as the

V1 (widen bridge spans untroubled wafers that are home to schools of exotic koi fish at the Japanese Friendship Gardens in San Jose

Photographs by Alan Dep
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ieets West at Kelley Park
allele grows. hut tor 1101h the teahouse oilers a
limited selection of Japanese and American
dishes. The international menu includes chicken
salads. Oriental or American for $3.(k); Oriental
noodle soups: pork, chicken or beef for $2.75:
and ham or beef stirfried with vegetables and
served over rice for $4.00.
Also available are such American staples as
a ham or chicken salad sandwhich for $2.75. and
hotdogs for $1.30.
The decor is not yet complete, so the interior
is somewhat dull. However, the main attraction of
the teahouse is the covered deck that overlooks
one of the garden’s larger ponds. Here you can
enjoy lunch outdoors while delighting in the beautiful serenity of the lush surroundings.
Tranquil best describes the atmosphere as
you listen to the gurgling water and watch the
multi -colored, almost luminous. koi fish swim
close by. It’s easy to forget that you are still in
hut there is no need to remind yourSan Jose
go ahead and fantasize that you are in an
self
Oriental eden.
For a light lunch, try the Oriental chicken
salad. Shredded chicken is sparsely tossed with a
blend of iceberg lettuce, cucumber and tomato.
The dressing is a unique blend of rice vinegar
with sweet antr sour spices. The rice noodles
sprinkled on top, with rice cookies and trim
served on the side. make a nice complement to the
salad.
To round off your meal in the Japanese tradition, try an almond cookie for a mere 10 cents.
After finishing the meal. you may want to sit
back and luxuriate in the splendid beauty of the
gardens. Or if you feel a bit more energetic. you
might want to explore the gardens a hit further.
Off to the right is the Zig Zag bridge: according to legend, had spirits cannot zigtag. so cross
the bridge to cleanse your soul.
After crossing the bridge, the Pagoda lies
straight ahead. The temple’s five tiers represent
the five directions: north, south, east, west and
center.
As you walk along the ponds, watch for the
inlets where the koi fish swim up close as you
stroll by. You will probably find a gadget that resembles a gummachine, where for a dime you can
buy a handful of food for the koi.
The brilliantly ornamented koi are a variety
of carp that were originally bred as a food source.
It was during Japan’s Hei-an period. 794 to 1184.
that the koi were selectively bred for color. Often
referred to as "living jewels", the fish are significant to Japanese culture because they represent
love.
As you walk towards the exit, look for a
small rock placed next to a larger one. They are
called Father and Son, and represent a father advising his son.
Finally passing through the exit, you return
to western culture, hut a bit of Oriental Eden remains in your soul.

Zoo, picnic grounds
promise old-time fun
it Amy 1.. Pahatan
Engraved in stone at the
Japanese Friendship Garden is a
Japanese proverb by Chan Mikami. "A peaceful mind is that
which abides by heavenly
guidance.’
One can definitely find
peace of mind at San Jose’s Kelley Park. Resides featuring a
lovely Japanese garden, the park
is an ideal place for a family picnic.
It features a small amusement park for youngsters, a petting zoo and an historical museum.
The park, located on Scnter
Road. between Story Road and
Phelan Avenue offers plenty of
space for playing volleybal or
frisbee.

Colorful koi shimmer in the sunlight as they glide below
the surface, left. l’ark visitors can feed the koi at two
separate feeding stations. Stone lantern. abov pros ides
no light, hut offers instead a concrete form of beauty.
The tea house at the Japanese Friendship Gardens
serves Oriental meals and teas in a traditional setting,
upper right.

The park also offers an
abundance of shady areas where
one can take refuge from the
heat.
Kelley Park is situated on
property that once belonged to
Judge Lawrence Archer. a former mayor of San Jose
Picnic areas with barbcque
pits are available. The park is
also wheelchair accessible.
The park also houses the
Leininger Community Center
and an amphitheater.
Happy Hollow Park and
Zoo. a park within a park, is an

adsviiturc-tilled
place
tor
youngsters. The park offers
puppet shows, plays and a varr,
ety ot rides. swings and slides
Iknnestic and clunk
mals including llamas,
goats, donkeys, sheep and
birds, are housed at the Happy
Hollow Zoo. There is a walkthrough aviary and petting and
feeding areas.
The park is open from
a.m. to 5 p.m.. every day es
cept Christmas, weather condi
tions permitting.
The park opens and close,
one hour later on Sundays dur
ing Daylight Savings Time.
Admission for Happy Hollow is $1.30 for children 2 to 14
years and senior citizens 65 to
80 years, $1.115 for adults 15 to
64 years. Those under 2 years 1r
over 80 are admitted free it
day party areas and group
sites arc available by resets.,
lion.
On a more serious note. ’ht.
San Jose Historical Museum ot
fcrs a look into San Jose’s past.
with buildings from the 19th
century gracing the grounds.
Features include a bandstand, a doctor’s office, a black
smith shop, firehouse and more
There are also exhibits that trace
San Jose’s history.
Fclucational group tours arc
available by appointment.
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Rose garden’s
scent-sational
Hy Lynn Louie
The fragrance of fresh roses and
just-mown grass fill the air. Trees provide shelter from the sun and benches
offer rest for the weary.
The San Jose Municipal Rose
Garden, at Naglec and Dana avenues,
is a nice place to spend some time
alone or with a friend, enjoy a lunch
hour or a full-blown picnic.
The garden houses many colorful
and aromatic roses, as well as other
plants in the same horticultural family
cover 51/4 acres, set aside for that purpose in 1927.
About 5.000 plants, with 158
rose varieties represented, grace the
grounds. The flowers are most fragrant in early May. but are enjoyable
all year.
Each year. different rose species
and hybrids are donated to the garden,
said Sam Pomwecchio, maintenance
supervisor with the city Parks and
Recreation Department.
Although no signs are posted.
flowers shouldn’t be picked, Portovecchio said. "Otherwise, there
wouldn’t be any left for people to look
The centerpiece of the garden is a
two-tiered fountain that serves as a
wishing well and bird bath.
The roses themselves provide an
ideal backdrop for weddings.
"We like to be comfortable and
outdoors," said David Murallat, who
married Martha Orona in the rose garden last weekend. "It’s less congested
here and there are the beautiful flow-

Denise Wender - Daily stall photographer
!termini Casa’. Medina and Maria I .ara stroll through the fragrant grounds of the rose garden

ers to take pictures.’
An amphitheater served as the
Murillo’s wedding site but the fountain area is also popular. Porrovecchio
said. About 40 to 50 weddings are
held every year, he said.
Some San Jose high school graduations are also held in the amphitheater.
For some, the garden is the ideal
escape to get away front work. "(les)
nice and quiet, especially on Saturday," said Peter 1.icon, a U.S. Postal
Service letter carrier. Although the
garden isn’t on his usual route, he
stopped by to enjoy a lunchtime stroll.
Tourists and area residents alike
enjoyed the garden last weekend
some for the first time. "I’ve never
been here before," said Gloria DeVincenzi. a San Jose resident who
brought her granddaughters Regina
and Sarah. ages 7 and 4./,, respectively.
"It’s beautiful. I work near here.
and I plan to come during lunch," she
said.
For Mitch Talia, a new resident
to the neighborhood, the rose garden
turned out to be a great place to soak
up some sun. "It’s quiet, and there
aren’t a lot of people here."
Even though a soccer game was
in progress on the other side of the
grass, it didn’t seem to bother Talia,
who said he plans to visit the garden
more often since he discovered the serenity.

Peaceful study break’s only minutes away
History among high-rises
13.y Oscar Guerra
"Let us remember that our interNestled among the high-rises and est is in concord, not in conflict, and
redevelopment downtown hides East that our real eminence rests in the vicSt. James Park.
tories of peace, not those of war."
The park, between First and McKinley said in his last speech.
Third Streets and East St. James, is Sept. 5, 1901.
noted for its historical landmarks as
The next day. McKinley was
well as a grisly history all its own.
shot by Leon F. Czolgosz. He died
On Nov. 26. 1933, the park was eight days later. So much for peace.
the scene of the state’s last known
Rut peaceful this park is, or was
public lynching.
at the time visited.
The confessed kidnappers of
Dunng the week, however, the
Hmoke L. Hart. local department park is anything but quiet, with traffic
store magnate, were dragged front jail zooming by on all four sides and the
to the park, stripped, burned and fi- noise of construction banging away.
nally hung from an elm tree by an
A monument to a more modern
angry mob several thousand strong, politician, is the Rotten F. Kennedy
Memorial Forum. The forum is a tribaccording to published reports.
The elm tree that was center ute to public speaking, but it is runstage for the lynching of John M. down.
Holes and Thomas H. Thurmond was
The Kennedy monument has a
chopped down soon after the double stage with a bench for speakers and a
hanging, because of damage from large podium for those great speeches,
vandalism.
but looks as if it hasn’t been used for
In addition to the park’s own years.
place in history. it also contains monOn the monument is a quote from
Kennedy, who like McKinley, was
uments to other past events.
The most prominent is the McK- slain by an assassin.
inley Statue, which shows President
"Somc men see things as they
William McKinley with the American are and say why. I dream of things
shield at his feet.
that never were and say why not."
Along with Kennedy’s words,
At the base of the platform are
other familiar symbols of freedom and graffiti covers the monument, a testiliberty, typical of the great patnotism mony to its urban location.
Once a town squaw, today the
of his day.
The statue, erected in 1902, also
k is frequented by the homeless. Its
has sonic of McKinley’s most famous monuments serve as the only remindquotes.
ers of the past.

Creekside park is good study spot
Looking for a quiet place to
study?
Head south on Tenth Street,
and turn left on William Street to
William Street Park.

Coyote Creek flows through
the park
eels can sometimes be
seen there.
Human performance students
also utilize the park, jogging beside

tr.4
So c"
fe
L

the creek on their 4-mile trek to
Spartan Stadium.
Whether for exercise, relaxabon or education, the William
Street Park has a lot to offer.

Wed -Sat Live Bands
"Alternative Music"
Tues

College Radio Dance Night
Co sponsored or music by KSJS, KFJC, KSCU

NJ

(fru Admit:ion Oh Paul 1.0.1

Mon
WORKS

Local Bands Perform Acoustic
Long Islands & Kamikazis
$1.50
All The Time

A RESTAURANT

PI N. San Pedro Square

San Joss

292-1222
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CINEMA

Low -budget film shines

Spike Lee is the writer. director and editor of "She’s Gotta Have
It." He also play, bicycle messenger Mar, Blackmon in the film.

By David Rickard
First off, "She’s Gotta Have It,"
currently at Camera One, is not a
Woody Allen flick with an all -black
cast.
Slapping such a label on this unpolished gem does a disservice to the
filmmaker and his product, for originality is the heart of its appeal.
The only traits shared by Allen
and Spike Lee, the movie’s director.
is that both are inventive actors as
well as directors, and both are able to
shoot New York City in a way that
makes viewers want to live thcrc.
Some of the film’s funniest moments come when the subjects speak
directly to the camera, such as when a
succession of would-be suitors deliver
the lines they are sure will get them in
tight with Nola Darling, played by
Tracy Camila Johns.
Nola makes it clear that she en -

wys the company ot men. But the
story centers upon three men in particular: the urbane Jamie Overstreet,
played by Tommy Redmond Hicks;
the vain model Greer Childs, played
by John Canada Terrell: and the entertaining bicycle messenger Mars
Blackmon, played by director I.ce.
One of the funniest scenes has
the trio meeting for the first time as
guests at Nola’s Thanksgiving dinner.
Each of them remains in character
Jamie self-assured, Greer disdainful,
and Mars wheedling and the results
are hilarious but not predictable.
Lee’s deft directorial touch was
showcased during the dinner scene.
At one point a frustrated Greer announces that he will no longer associate with these "lower-class Negroes." and moments later Jamie
responds to Mars offer to share Nola
throughout the week by saying,

"That’s very black of you
In anyone else’s hands those ex
changes would have come across as
self-deprecating black humor.
Lee seems proud of the fact that
his film breaks with the traditional de
piction of blacks in the cinema these
days, as evidenced by a line near the
end of the closing credits announcing
that the movie contains no Jhen curls
and no drugs.
"She’s Gotta Have It" reaffirms
the belief that the success of a motion
picture isn’t dependent strictly on time
and money outlay it took less than
two weeks and 52181,000 to complete
less than most TV commercial,
A word to the wise
sit close i.
the speakers. The volume is low, and
much of the dialogue is interrupted by:
the crowd’, laughter, which is ire
(went.

THEATER

Award-winners highlight SJSU play series
By Andrew F. Hamm
the Moebius
The world premiere ot
Band," 1986 winner of SJSU’s Harold Crain
Award for excellence in playwriting. will highlight the University Theatre’s 1986-87 subscription series.
The play, written by Jean Sterrett of Atlanta. Ga., chronicles the changes of four women’s lives.
"It is absolutely the finest new women’s
play I’ve seen in a long time." said Bob Jenkins, theatre arts professor and head of the selection committee. "It has a variety of women’s
parts in it, but is not feminist propaganda.

The other six plays scheduled for the 1986are:
’This is absolutely
The Effect of Gamma Rays on ManIn -The-Moon Marigolds "Marigolds" won the
our
best play season . .
1971 Pulitzer for playwriting as well as The
Obic Award and the New York Critics Circle
Bob Jenkins,
Award as best American Play of the season.
theatre arts professor
The play focuses on a shy high-school student who gains confidence from a science project on the effects of gamma rays on marigolds.
"Marigolds" opens the season Sept. 26 the days after the American Revolution.
and will be performed Sept. 27, and Oct. 1-4.
"Bridegroom" opens Nov. 8 and runs
The Night of The Iguana "Iguana," a Nov. 13, 14, 15, and 19.
the
explores
Williams
play
and
film,
Tennessee
Bullshot Crummond This play is a parvarious characters that live in a run-down hotel
ody of those low-budget, "B" grade detective
Winners of the Crain Award arc picked by on the coast of Mexico.
movies
that are usually shown on "The late,
the Theatre Arts Department and selected from
"Iguana" opens Oct. 17. and will be perLate, Late Night Movie."
more than 100 scripts submitted from all over formed again Oct. 18, and Oct. 22-25.
"This is a tally cornball, outrageously
the country, Jenkins said.
The Robber Bridegroom This 1977
stupid play, no subtlety," Jenkins said."
"The Mocbius Band" is scheduled for
"Bullshot" ipens March 6, 1987 and will
Dec. 4, 5, and 6, in the smaller Studio Theatre Tony Award-winning play is a foot-stomping
musical comedy set in Mississippi hill country in be performed March 6,7, and March 11-14.
in Hugh Gillis Hall.
117

Canada films bouncing back?
I he
I
ANGELES (Al’)
Canadian film industry, which has
gone through boom-and -bust periods in lucent years, seems to be
making a comeback, and filmmaker
Sandy Wilson thinks she knows
why.
"We’re starting to make films
on Canadian subjects now. Before.
we were aiming at the U.S. market,
and that’s something we do badly."
she said.
As evidence of the partial renaissance, Wilson points out that 20
films, including such prestigious
items as "One Magic Christmas"
and "Joshua Then and Now," were
in competition for the Genic
awards, Canada’s equivalent of the
Oscar.
The Academy of Canadian
Cinema held its awards March 20,
just four days before the Academy
Awards.
"My American Cousin" sur-

prised ceisouie. uu.luding Wilson.
by winning six Genies, including
those for best picture, Wilson’s direction and script, and stars John
Wildman and Margaret Langrick.
The story centers on a sensitive
12-year-old girl living on a ranch in
western Canada.
Her humdrum life is suddenly
brightened with the arrival of her
California cousin, a James Dean type with a red convertible.
He dazzles her and the other
teen-age girls and alarms their parents.
The cousin’s parents come to
claim him, and life returns to normal. But the girl doesn’t forget.
Nor did Wilson.
The movie is between 73 and
78 percent autobiographical," the
writer-director said."
Wilson worked in television
news and documentaries, then in
1971 made her first non-fiction

t
the 20-unnute "Bridal
Shower."
She followed with other
shorts, then decided to transform
her childhood memories into a feature script.
Wilson then began the tedious
process of trying to raise the $1.2
million needed to film it.
She finally won a partial commitment from the Canadian Broadcasting Co. but she was warned that
she’d ruin it if she directed.
The turning point came when
Peter O’Brian agreed to come
aboard.
O’Brian had produced "The
Grey Fox," the 1980 Genie winner
starring Richard Farnsworth.
Filming began Aug. 20, 1984,
and Wilson recalled. ’’The first day
was like a picnic. I was having such
a good time I forgot to say ’Cut.’
The assistant had to remind me."

Dance Theatre ’87 This presentation by
the SJSU Dance Department features various
styles of dance, including jazz, tap, ballet, modern, ethnic and street dance.
SJSU students and alumni will perform
numbers by guest choreographers from all over
the country.
"Dance" will open March 27 and will be
performed March 28. and April 2-4.
A Midsummer Night’s Dream This
final play of the 1986-87 season opens May 2.
and runs May 5 through 9.
"This is absolutely our best play season in
terms of meeting our criteria and selling tickets." Jenkins said.
The Theatre Arts lkpartment is starting a
season subscription drive that began with applications inserted in programs for "The Best Little
Whorehouse in Texas," Jenkins said.
Season tickets for students cost $28, while
general tickets are $32. Jenkins said.

841Ell9ait>_
Odebrate oaf -Orand Opening
METRO

is the New. California -Style Deli Cafe
offering a fresh, exciting menu

METRO

is offering a Grand Opening Special
Buy 1 Peppersteak Sandwich and
get 2nd one FREE (with this ad)
between 2-7 p m Expires Sept 12
1986

METRO

is open for Breakfast. Lunch, and
Dinner to accommodate even the
most unusual schedule

140 E. SAN CARLOS
Btwn Jack -in-Box & McDonald’s

971-2222
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Books

Bloom County book teaches, teases
By Gene Johnson Jr.
For those ardent admirers ot the
Bloom County saga. Berke Breathed
has put together his own version of a
greatest hits album in book form.
"Bloom County Babylon Five Years of Naughtiness" contains
excerpts from "Bloom County: Loose
Tails" (1983) and "Penguin Dreams
and Stranger Things" (1985).
Breathed goes back to the Bloom
County Boarding House to examine in
retrospective his own brand of socially -conscious humor. as seen through
principal characters Milo Bloom.
Hinkley, Steve Dallas, and of course,
Opus the penguin.
Like Garry Trudeau of Domesbury fame, Breathed tries to present a
humorous version of his philosophy of
life through his strips.

Unlike Doonesbury however.
Breathed doesn’t squeeze the juice out
of a situation for example, Nancy
Reagan’s dress), hut he does offer
humor that spans such topics as senility, the liberated woman, the macho
facade of men and the possible nuclear threat from the Soviets.
Humor is hest appreciated and
fully understood when we can relate it
to our everyday lives.
At one point in our lives, we
come face-to-face with many of the
events and worries in Bloom County,
which include Rink ley’s closet of anxieties, Opus’ insecurity about his facial form (or "de-form") to the "elitist macho, big -mouthed, ex -preppie"
Steve Dallas who can be found on just
about every college campus.
The characters’ problems. how

Breathed tries to present a humorous version of
his philosophy of life through his strips.
they deal with them and how we deal
with similar difficulties ourselves lend
credibility to Breathed’s cartooning.
His book is also worth buying
because his humor is didactic: it
makes us think and smile, while teaching a lesson.
The Great LaRouche ToadMassacree." presented in story form
with an occasional illustration, tells
the story of Bloom County residents’
reaction and subsequent overreaction
to a possible Soviet invasion.
Through humor. Breathed poses
the question "Arc we ready for a Russian invasion and can we act so objet.: -

tively as the government’s ’how to’
manuals show us or will we freak
out?"
This is also the first adventure of
the book. An added attraction of the
"massacrec" is the reader wonders
why he is laughing there’s more
than simple humor here.
Breathed formats most of the
book in the same fashion as he does
the "massacree."
With further examination, one
secs that Breathed presents his stories
in a particular way. There’s method in
his madness.

Breathed’s philosophy leaks between the lines, when the comic animals wax philosophical during occasional dandelion breaks.
Humor will always have a set criteria:
Can the reader relate to the circumstances?
Does the reader understand the
characters and relate their actions to a
wider picture of social behavior?
Does it make readers think?
How does the author *sent
the package to his readers?
In all cases, Breathed meets or
surpasses these standards, making
"Bloom County Babylon
Five
Years of Naughtiness" well worth the
money, even if one is not a Bloom
County groupie.

Vinyl

Science blinds Sprouts
By Shelly 0’ Day
The name Prefab Sprout refers to
a blend of the hi -tech and the organic.
However, the newest album of
the Sprouts, "Two Wheels Good,"
does not provide a perfect blend between the two.
Thomas Dolby. of "She Blinded
Mc With Science" fame, chipped in
to play some keyboard and produce
the album.
the lyrics to most of the songs
were written by Paddy MeAloon. of
Durham. England.
Both of them show off their talents, however they are not well -suited
to each other.
"Faron" is a fun cowboy song
with "ooli with" Beach -Boyish vocals. It was wntten about Eaton
Young, a country and western singer
from the early ’70s.
The song supposedly speaks to
the working man in a factory, a gas

Pop tops
Best-sellers of the week
according to Cashbox magazine
arc:
1. "Higher lAive.’ Steve
Winwood
2. "Papa Don’t Preach."’
Madonna
3. "lake My Breath
Away," Berlin
4. "Venus." liananarama
S. "Dancing on the Ceiling." Lionel Richic
6. "Glory of Love." Peter
Cetera
7. "Sweet Freedom," Michael McDonald
8. "Rumors," Timex Social Club
9. "Stuck With You.’
Huey Lewis and the News
10. "Friends and lovers,’’
Gloria Loring and Carl Anderson

Jazz duo delivers
wild sax sounds

simple style together throughout each
station. or an of fICC.
The lyrics say. "You offer infra- of the songs, using simple harmonies
red instead of sun," which is simply and phrasing.
But instead of becoming a device
dandy poetry.
which makes for a cohesiveness, it
However, putting these lyrics to simply becomes boring.
a space-cowboy beat is incongruous.
the Sprouts have some neat
It is neither a serious nor a senseless ideas such as a flagellation of horns
song. It is at best. peppy.
symbolizing "broken soldiers." The
The lyrics are impressive, but the vocals are pleasant and Dolby’s promusic often does not fit them.
ducing adds a pleasant. cool techno"When the Angels. . . " starts pop polish.
off with a nice church organ motif and
’the album, however. says nothethereal lyrics hut then moves to a ing. The Sprouts have experimented
Fever"
beat,
Night
heavy "Saturday
with too many ideas without tying
ruining the mood of the piece.
them together.
Stings with flamenco beats, be "Desire As . . " another song
with ellipses in the title, starts off with bop lyrics, jazz influences and Elvis
a repetitive, minimalist sketchy out- Costello-like sappy ballads don’t fit in
well with minimalism and cowboy
line of descending fifths,
It could he very effective, how- tunes.
The best way to listen to a Prefab
ever, the Sprouts end up singing a
silly pop chorus which destroys any Sprouts’ album is one song at a time
- only then can one realize ill(
motif they began with.
The Sprouts attempt to hold a group’s merit

The Associated Press

Bob James and David Sanborn are among the leading purveyors of jazz for people who
think they don’t like jazz.
On
"Double Vision"
(Warner Bros. I, Sanborn plays a
wicked saxophone and James is
a keyboard wizard. Sanborn’s
sultry playing soars and flows.
while James provides a percolating undercurrent of synthesized
sounds.
It is their sidemen, including vocalist Al Jarreau. who
provide some of the album’s
brightest moments.
Jarreau slugs on one track,
called "Since I Eell for You."

,1 turn
ing exchange between Jarreau
and Sanborn that shows just
how much alike a voice and sax
are
Bassist Marcus Miller.
who provides a solid itythin
foundation with drummer Steve
Gadd. wrote two of the album’,
most interesting songs the
funky lyrical "Maputo" and
"More Than Friends.’’
’the music here is similar to
the duct albums James recorded
with the guitarist Earl Klugh. It
is charactenzed by tight arrangements and little improvisation, but it is powerful, understated music that can provoke
warm emotions

4,........ .....................,,
South Africa lures Simon t GERMAN CUISINE 1,
FINE DINING
I
I

N.1 \X ) ( IRK (AP)
\i.l1 ..1
South African "township rise- persuaded Paul Simon to head for Johannesburg. South Africa. tic came away.
with a new album, produced with
black musicians, and first-hand expe1 ience with apartheid.
But while ’’Graceland.’ -Simon’s first album in 21/, years
shows the singer -songwriter working
in new territory. the record refrains
trom directly addressing South Africa’s troubles.
"I didn’t go to make a political
statement: I went to make a musical
statement," Simon said."This is a
closer look at their faces not carrying a coffin in a funeral procession,
not in a not, not being hit over the
head with a club in Tv footage.
"Graceland" is a departure for
Simon, who has written a diverse collection of songs spanning three decades. from "Sounds of Silence" to
"Still Crazy After All These Years"

On this excursion. SIT11011 said
wasn’t sure where he was headed.
fore the project even started, it warts
ended: He waited rit..rv9usly wink
leaders of the South African niusi
cians’ union voted on recording with
him.
Simon recorded with a number ot
South African bands, eventually set
tling on a rhythm section from Soweto
for many of the tracks.
Simon didn’t write lyrics in
South Africa. Instead, he recorded
musical tracks to use when he returned to the United States. The only
song with lyrics written prior to recording was "Homeless." an a Capella song recorded in England with
Ladysmith Black Mombazo. a 10man South African vocal group.
The resulting cut -- done in a
combines a Zulu wedsingle take
ding chant. Simon’s lyrics about the
homeless and Ladysmith’s unique
chanting.
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